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CHAPTER ONE 
 
 
"I won't accept that, Joe." Abbey looked up at me. A stubborn look on his face. 
 
"You can't refuse it, Boss...." 
 
"Well... that's just it, Joe. I'm the Boss... I can do anything that I like... within reason. And 
one of those things that I can do, within reason, is to reject your application for the 
cancellation of your employment with the NSW Police Force. You'll find that in the 
Manual... I can, within reason, and for reasons that I think are relevant and of import to 
the decision, and of benefit to the organised running of the Force, reject your notice of 
severance of employment forthwith. You're too good a Dee to throw it all away. You've 
got what... another twenty, twenty-five years of good service that you can offer the Force. 
You only buried Penny a couple of days ago, let it rest for a time. I'll approve as much 
time off with or without pay, what-ever you prefer, but I will not, under any 
circumstances, accept your resignation...does Marge know of your decision?" 
 
I shook my head lamely. 
 
"I didn't think so. She would have drawn and quartered you, if she had of known. Go 
home and think about it, OK? It's quiet in here actually. For once. The Gods must be 
smiling. Enjoying a scrumptious meal or something... give yourself a chance, Joe. Give 
yourself a chance to get over it. OK?" 
 
He made a show of tearing my Resignation Application in two and stuffing them through 
his Office shredder. 
 
I slumped out of his office and walked quickly to my desk.  
 
Crumpled into my chair.  
 
Looked at nothing.  
 
A spot on the farthest wall of the office opposite my desk.  
 
I suddenly rose and walked from the Office taking the Lift to the sixteenth-floor Cafeteria.  
 
I sat outside in the sunshine, half asleep with my eyes closed.  
 
I didn't hear her walk up or sit down opposite me, until the feeling of a shadow blocking 
out the sun alerted me. 
 
"You want to go down to the Coffee Spot. Their coffee is a darn sight better." 
I nodded my acquiescence to her suggestion. 
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Perhaps I should have gone to see her straight after Penny's funeral. Or even sometime 
during Penny's slow decline into merciful peace. I should have.  
 
I had seen her on quite a few occasions throughout my career when I felt close to the 
edge.  
 
It frightened me more than anything else.  
 
That I could stand with my toes curling at the edge of the abyss...it scared the shit out of 
me that the tunnel at times was just a bit too long, with only a dot of light to aim at and 
even that appeared to be waning. 
 
"We'll grab a large latte and take it up to my rooms. Sit and talk about the weather. The 
surf. Or the cricket...how you hate your job with you thinking there is no future in it…or 
how you are feeling right now..." 
 
On the way down in the Lift, I turned to her.  
 
"Did Abbey ring you?" 
 
"Yes. A couple of months ago, in fact. He was worried about you..." 
 
"I am obviously a high priority, then." I quipped. 
 
"That's something I doubt that you'll ever lose, Joe. That self-deprecating sense of 
humour. It's good to see that you can still retrieve it at times like this. Yes...yes, you are. 
I've been keeping tabs on you, don't worry about that. Have you put in your resignation 
yet?" 
 
"Yeah...this morning. He ripped it up. Put it through his shredder." 
 
"Good for him...I'd hate to lose my most complex patient." She smiled a warm smile. 
 
I spent three hours in her Rooms.  
 
Slouching in an oversized chair.  
 
Standing against the wall.  
 
Walking in circles.  
 
Laying on her couch.  
 
Most of the time with tears in my eyes. Not wailing but sobbing softly. Towards the end, I 
felt perished. She didn't end the session. I did. My chest hurting. My throat complaining. 
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I'd had enough of the self-analysis. The talking. I got the impression that she had the 
entire day free for my benefit. 
 
I promised a re-visit later that week as I walked from her Suite with its glorious view over 
the river and the park. Self-conscious of the fact that my face would surely display my 
crying for hours, so it seemed. 
 
For everyone to notice. 
 
Not a good look for this macho man! 
 
 
 
CHAPTER TWO 
 
 
"You should have told me, Joe...." 
 
There was disappointment in her voice. Not the normal jibing, cajoling or stirring tone. 
She glanced over at me with sadness written across her face. "We've been a good team 
now, for what? A couple of years now?" 
 
She was driving me home as she had done for years now. 
 
An arrangement that we had agreed upon from the first day of our partnership. It was 
easier for her to drop me off, and pick me up as she basically had to go close to my place 
on her way into work in any case. Her driving too, was cool. If the truth be known, she 
was a better pursuit driver than I'd ever be. Her reflexes surprisingly, were quite 
unbelievable and she seemed to have that sixth sense about that split second before danger 
came a-calling. Like Penny with her sixth sense about the molecules disturbed by an evil 
presence...or her deceased brother's calming presence in a room, Mar had that six sense 
about a disaster looming. 
 
I didn't know whether I believed in it or not, but I wasn't about to scoff about it. 
 
"Why don't you...you know that mate of yours who has that Fishing Tour business? In 
Fiji, wasn’t it?" 
 
"Samoa...no.” I shook my head. “He…huh… got nabbed for hauling drugs into New 
Zealand, then onto Australia from South America. He was into drug selling when I held 
him up against a wall and belted some sense into him. Ten, maybe fifteen years ago….” I 
shook my head again, not understanding how the guy could go off the rails again. He had 
the World at his feet. “I told him he was headed for a shortened life-span...I thought that 
he saw the error of his ways and completely disappeared. Then I got that Postcard from 
him. Remember that? I spent what? Ten days over there. All expenses paid for by him as 
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a way of thanks...and the silly bugger falls back into the old ways. I guess all they can see 
is the supposed easy money to be had...not thinking about the consequences at all...there's 
no easy path to tread through life, now is there? Though I guess there's some that think 
there is, I guess." 
 
Even though I was conversing with my partner of many years, there was a disconnect. A 
numbness that I felt in my head, as though I was listening to some-one else say the words. 
 
"That mate in Darwin? Go up and see him for a break. You haven't spoken about him for 
a while..." 
 
"Nah... I haven't. I've lost contact...so many people throughout your life...just seem to drift 
into the nether world...people whose presence you actually enjoyed...what happens?" 
 
Mar shook her head. She could tell the danger signs in my manner. My speech. The 
monotone. 
 
"Barry Holtz and his wife Cynthia...they came up to the funeral for you...and their three 
girls. Go and stay with them for a while. Go fishing. Smoke those ghastly cigars as you 
did when the Wake saw midnight come and go. Drink some scotch.... you are close to 
them. They were good for you. You were your old self at the Wake while they were 
around...and Cynthia still has the hots for you..." 
 
"I was drunk, Mar. And there's the problem, though I wouldn't do anything especially at 
this point in time...but the temptation would be there while Bazza was working...Nah... I 
think the best medicine is work.... I think...did you see that? Bloody hell! That guy is 
going to kill himself or some-one else. Pull him over Mar. Give him a flash of your lights. 
A whoop on the siren. I'll turn the dashboard camera on just in case." 
 
She accelerated, overtaking several vehicles to get up behind the idiot. 
 
Flashed her lights. 
 
Whooped the siren a couple of times. 
 
Indicated for him to pull over. 
 
The driver obeyed, veering into the parking lane behind several cars already parked. The 
busy roadway allowed residents parking after 6 PM. 
 
I channelled in the Number Plates of the vehicle. Our car did not have the incredible 
camera ID system fitted. Within seconds, the computer replied. The Number Plates did 
not match the car that they were on. A red flag. Mar radioed in that we had pulled over a 
vehicle for driving erratically and dangerously. With the incorrect number plates 
displayed. The vehicle probably stolen. The make and model of the vehicle and our 
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location relayed to Comcentral.  
 
I swivelled out of the passenger seat and got out of the Unmarked.  
 
I was abreast of the back of the vehicle when he suddenly reversed, tyres squealing, 
slamming into the front of our Unmarked. 
 
He threw the car into drive and with screeching tyres, he accelerated away, cutting into 
the stream of traffic amid panicked stops, horn arias, and shouted insults. 
 
I rushed back to the car as Mar was issuing a full 'All Car Alert'. The direction it was 
travelling, the plate number and the make and model of the vehicle. 
 
I hadn't even buckled my seat belt as Mar floored the Unmarked. It sprung into life with a 
slight metallic sound. We didn't know what it was, but it was foreign to the normal sound 
and behaviour of our car. 
 
"That's the fan blades hitting the radiator, Mar. What's the engine temperature?" 
 
"OK, as far as I can tell." 
 
I leaned over to squiz at the dash board. It seemed OK but it wasn't long before we could 
smell a burning smell. We pulled over. The engine bay gave off a cloud of smoke. Its sigh 
of relief! 
 
"I think that we've cook the motor, Mar." I reported deadpan. 
 
I called it in. 
 
While we waited for the Police Flat-top truck, we followed the chase over the Police 
radio. 
 
It didn't last for very long. The guy lost control and wrapped himself around a tree killing 
himself instantly. 
 
The vehicle a funeral pyre. 
 
Thankfully, no-one else was involved. 
 
 
 
CHAPTER THREE 
 
 
We spent just on a week Office bound, waiting patiently for our replacement 'Unmarked'. 
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That did me good allowing me to recuperate and charge the batteries once more. I still felt 
numb…and alone, but the effort to get out of bed and ready myself for work each day, 
was abating. 
 
The alternative to be Office bound for a week was to take home one of the Pool Cars. 
They were former Highway Patrol Pursuit vehicles with most of the electrical whizz-bang 
gadgetry removed. It still boasted a two-way police radio, a light bar with siren and the 
full Police decal sign-age down both sides. 
 
Something neither Mar nor I wanted parked outside our homes at night. 
 
The work load had been reasonably light with no 'brain teasers' but straight forward 
murders with the suspects shining out like beacons. These types of cases didn't mean 
much shoe leather lost, but the same amount of time in Interviews and paperwork were 
involved. And frustrating conferences with the DPP representatives who always wanted 
things in triplicate, so it seemed. 
 
Even used tissues! 
 
There were no short cuts! 
 
The incident with the driver who shot out of a side street straight onto the main road only 
a couple of cars in front of us, kind of stuck in my mind during this period. 
 
The vehicle, along with the plates, were stolen. The vehicle, two days before the incident. 
The plates, the day before. This pointed to a crime planned within a very short time frame 
from then. 
 
The toxicology trace on the young driver came back negative to all types of drugs and 
alcohol. 
 
The driver, perhaps in his late teens, early twenties. No form of identification on him. Or 
what there may have been, burnt to a crisp! 
 
"C'mon, Joe...it's not our worry." Mar scolded me, as I sat at my desk one afternoon. "He 
may have been just one mean, bad driver...is all...in a stolen vehicle. The LAC guys can 
handle it." 
 
I shook my head. 
 
"Nah, the innocent don’t run...and that guy was running away from something that scared 
the shit out of him..." 
 
"Even his fingerprints have drawn a blank, Joe...there’s no Missing Person’s Report on 
the guy and they reckon it will be some weeks before DNA comparisons are undertaken. 
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A low priority, so they say. As I said, it's not our worry. The LAC boys have it under 
control." 
 
"Yeah? Gone and forgotten as too hard...or too unimportant to worry about...that street 
that he came out of...where does that go?" 
 
"Bloody hell, Joe...you're like a mangy dog with a bone...there's a small estate of NSW 
State Housing Commission houses tucked in there. Surrounded by middle class suburbia. 
A blight, some would suggest. Drugs. Alcoholism. Unemployment. Mental 
problems...you name it, it's there. A third world enclave in the middle of first class 
suburbia...the local coppers are sick and tired of having to go to some disturbance, 
domestic violence, drug OD, and so on, almost daily! A positive action plan for social 
reconstruction that has failed dismally, I'm afraid." 
 
"How do you know so much about the area?” 
 
“An OD case back when I was partnered with ‘Bull’ Winkle…. gee, that’s a while ago, 
now. And a couple of Domestic Violence deaths.” 
 
“Mmm...feel like taking a Pool Car for a run. We can compare its performance with our 
new Unmarked when we get it. Hopefully by the end of the week, eh?" 
 
"Where to? Or do I really need to ask?" Mar asked lacking any enthusiasm. Knowing 
instinctively where. 
 
She was just hoping that her intuition was wrong for once. 
 
"To that failed experiment of yours to have a gander, that's all. I want to get out of the 
Office and breath some fresh air." I replied. A smile on my face. 
 
Mar stood, swung her shoulder bag over her shoulder as she muttered something about me 
being an incorrigible arse-hole. 
 
"You do realise, don't you," she muttered further, "that the Pool Cars are not Unmarked 
vehicles but have the normal markings of a NSW Police Force Pursuit Vehicle albeit 
minus the radio communications aerials? Not a good vehicle to take into Indian Territory 
really..." 
 
"Mar, those people that you succinctly describe, can sniff out a police officer at 500 
metres. So, going incognito is rather a moot point." 
 
"Don't get smart arse on me, Detective...." She looked back at me as we left the Murder 
Squad Room. "I'll get your back, OK?" 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
 
 
There was one street into the Estate with the same street the exit point after it had circled 
around a block of perhaps 50 house blocks long by two house blocks deep. This perimeter 
road called Hopetown Circuit. 
 
Some-one had a macabre sense of the ironic in naming it thus. 
 
On the outer side of this circuit road, there were a series of u-shaped streets called First 
Circuit up to Seventh Circuit. The guy, or maybe the Committee, had exhausted its 
imagination on the naming of Hopetown Circuit and fell into a simplistic solution in 
naming the rest. Maybe they felt that there was no point in stretching the imagination any 
further as the whole exercise a disastrous future. 
 
The western boundary of the Estate bordered a 300-metre-wide corridor or ROW for high 
tension transmission lines. 
 
This area initially had been cleverly and beautifully landscaped with several large 
playground settings positioned in its length. Maintained by the local Council up until 
around 10 years ago, when the costs involved in the regular replacement or fixing 
damaged playground 'rides' considered too exorbitant. All playground features removed 
and the 'corridor' allowed to degenerate into long grass and anaemic clusters of low 
bushes. The Council refused to mow the area because of the sheer number of beer bottles 
and used syringes tossed into the ground cover. Every couple of years, at the height of 
summer, the corridor became a blazing grass fire zone suspiciously ignited. Threatening 
not only the Commission Housing Estate, but the middle-class establishments that 
bordered the other side of the 'corridor'. 
 
The eastern boundary was, for the entire length of the estate, another 'Corridor' or ROW 
for a small creek that had its headwaters some twenty kilometres away in the largest State 
Forest Park in the metropolitan area. The creek eventually found its way into Parramatta 
River, then into Sydney Harbour. This area too, at its inception, was a beautifully 
landscape corridor of Retention ponds, duck ponds, walking and cycle pathways, picnic 
areas and a large skate board pit. It suffered the same blight of vandalism and abuse with 
the Council giving up on its maintenance. It was now an area of discarded beer bottles and 
cans, used syringes and rubbish. Twice a year, the Government paid for a trawl and clean-
up of both areas that quickly returned to its previous hostile environment. 
 
The end or southern extremity of the estate was a continuation of the high-tension 
transmission line 'corridor' as it dog-legged to join the creek ROW. From this point 
onwards, that ROW was double the width. The eastern bank of the creek natural bush. 
Heavily timbered. The western side with its huge power pylons was open grassland. 
 
The estate landlocked. Hidden. Forgotten. The local and State bureaucracy glad to forget 
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its existence. 
Spokespersons and 'Do-gooders' for the Estate cried continuously about the two areas. 
And the Housing Estate in general. They would not admit to the residents' habit of 
trashing the areas themselves but instead, bitterly complained about how were these 
people to escape the cycle when forced to live in such squalor! 
 
A failed experiment indeed when it was they who had turned Nirvana into a rubbish dump 
ghetto. 
 
Give them a castle and they will very quickly turn it into a squalid ghetto, was the 
common thought by many! 
 
 
 
CHAPTER FIVE 
 
 
We stuck out like a giant erection on a Priest in full Sunday 'best' robes. 
 
It was formerly a Highway Patrol Pursuit Vehicle. Now a Pool Car. A vibrant red. The 
blue and white checker-pattern expertly applied around the window sill line and along the 
entire length of the car. A large decal down both sides under the checker-pattern declared 
that this was indeed the POLICE! The full electronic and computer whizz-bang thing-a-
ma-jigs removed before reincarnation as a 'General Use Pool Vehicle.' 
 
We had to rely on our Mobile Phones patched into the radio via Blue tooth. A frustrating 
waste of minutes when-ever we hopped into one of these cars. We especially, not driving 
and talking on our mobiles at the same time with the thing held up to our ear. We'd 
deserve castration. Drawn and quartered. Fibbed on. Reported within thirty seconds by a 
member of the Public wanting to do their duty as responsible members of society. 
 
I thought it was plain 'smart-arse' tactics and infantile behaviour if thus sprung! 
 
We entered the Estate via Hopetown Circuit and crawled around each perimeter circuit 
One through Seven and the main Hopetown Circuit twice. At less than 15 kilometres an 
hour. 
 
Mar determined to rub it in and rile most of the inhabitants. 
 
Hand gestures, arm gestures, the finger and shouts of abuse heralded our progress. Even 
several empty beer cans thrown in our direction. 
 
“I'd hate to be unloved around here.” I muttered to Mar. 
 
"Have you seen enough? Before we're tarred and feathered and evicted from town, 
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pard’ner?" 
 
"See those tyre marks? At the bend in the road. On that driveway? That lead into that back 
gate? Stop here, Mar. I want to take some measurements and some photos of them." 
 
"C'mon Joe! You don't think that they were made by our young unidentified kamikaze 
driver of last week, do you?" 
 
"You see any other tyre marks on the entire Estate?" 
 
"Well...yes! But that doesn't mean that there is a connection. You're sure jumping at high 
hoops, Joseph Lind!" 
 
"Just stop the car, will ya. OK?" 
 
She pulled over to the kerb right at the driveway entrance. I alighted and began to set up a 
camera with a large tape stretched across the tyre marks. From one side to the other. I 
focussed in on each tyre width and the axle width. Having finished my forensic 
examination as Mar remained in the car as ‘shot-gun’, I walked up the driveway to a 
locked set of double gates. Stood on tippy-toe to look over. Two Staffy dogs went 
berserk, barking savagely at my intrusion. Their snouts, breasts and front feet covered in 
what looked to my trained eye, as dried blood. 
 
"Bout bloody time ya got here, you two." 
 
I turned to see an old bloke limping across the yard of the neighbouring house. 
 
There were no front or side fences up to the building alignment in this Estate. 
 
Very modern! 
 
He was leaning heavily on a cane. His breath the sound of a handsaw cutting through 
hardwood. Bent at the waist, looking at the ground for most of the time. A terrible case of 
spinal deformity. He turned his head sideways so that he could look at me. 
 
"Ya the bloody cops...ya here because I called. I first bloody called last week. Taken ya 
long enough. Watch those bloody dogs. They'll tear ya bloody leg off given half the 
chance. They need to be put down. Ya here about the smell..." 
 
"Slow down old man...." 
 
"Don't old man me. Show a bit of respect will ya, sonny. Me name's Charlie Watts and no, 
I ain't that Charlie Watts, though I could do with a bit of his money! Who are you?" 
 
"This is my partner Detective Marge Hendricks, and I'm Detective Joe Lind. Murder 
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Squad." 
 
"Good. We got the right people here at last." 
 
He looked up at me, carefully scanning my face. 
 
"Joseph Lind. L.I.N.D? You could double for Frank..." 
 
My face was blank, though something was tingling inside. I knew that my long-lost 
father's name was Frank. It couldn't be, I thought to myself. It's only about 20, maybe 30 
kays to my place as the crow flies! 
 
"Ya not family, eh? You'd double for him, you know. Must be related somewhere down 
the line." 
 
"Who's that?" 
 
"Frank Lind. Lives two back from the far corner. Ya can just see it. The place with that 
tall Gum in the front yard." 
 
He indicated with an outstretched arm. His pointing figure taking a right-angle splay 
pointing to the ground. Both knuckles of the finger enlarged. 
 
"About the neatest place on this stretch of the road.... can ya smell that?" 
 
I had just got a whiff of something very dead. 
 
Carried towards us on a slight gust of wind. 
 
I looked at Mar. Nodded. Indicated with my eyes and a nod of my head for her to look 
over the fence at the two dogs. They had quietened down somewhat as we had moved 
towards the old bloke, Charlie Watts' front yard. 
 
They immediately started up again as I hoisted Mar up to look. 
 
"OK Joe. You can get your hand off my arse now and let me down." 
 
This shouted above the barking and snarling of the dogs. 
 
Charlie Watts tried his best not to kark it between attempts of laughing at the same time 
coughing. Very hard to do. 
 
"Told youse last week...ya guys must be very busy...or this place around here has a low 
priority...it has for everything else I suppose, so why not the smell of something very 
dead." 
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CHAPTER SIX 
 
 
It took half an hour to organise the Crime Scene Guys, Forensics, and the Body Van. We 
still waited another thirty minutes for the arrival by the Council Dog Ranger. An 
embarrassed smile. He must have been out on a ‘personal’ as we called them.  Even then, 
it took another twenty minutes for the dogs to be caged. 
 
The amount of blood on their fur was more than my first impression. 
 
Because of that, I was not looking forward to examining the corpse, or what-ever it was 
that was smelling putrid. If indeed there was sufficient left to examine. In a little over a 
week which was a guess on our part, the dogs could devour a complete human corpse. No 
problems! Bones included! 
 
With the dogs safely caged, the front door was broken down. It would appear by the 
numbers that the entire population of the Estate gathered on the roadway at the front and 
sides of the property, gawking, and shouting obscenities at us. Uniformed Constables 
were having a hell of a job corralling the area and keeping the peace. An occasional 
empty beer bottle, a stubbie or a long-neck thrown from the crowd. Constables ignored 
the culprits knowing that to nabbed any of them would more than likely result in a riot. 
 
We were in a different country with a set of rules that were alien to us. 
 
I had had enough. I stood before the young mob who were bouncing off one another. 
Remarks that they thought were funny, original, and clever. I’d heard them all before. I 
was in full forensic scrubs. Blood smears on the booties. The knee patches. 
 
"Would any-one here be able to identify the deceased. We believe it may be Lakar 'Luke' 
Mohammed. Any-one know the guy?" 
 
This was totally against protocol with the identity not worth a zac, but I wanted these 
people to experience something akin to our everyday profession. One of the loud-mouths 
stuck his hand up. Over confident. Smart-arse. Clever comments and barbs, so he thought. 
Constantly geeing up the young section of the crowd. Obviously, some type of leader, so 
he thought. A legend in his own pee pool! 
 
"You are?" 
 
"Tony...Tony Abbot!" Every-one laughed. Whooped. Jeered. Cheered. 
 
I shook my head and wondered on the mentality of the guy. A live one, for sure! 
 
"OK, Tony. ...Arrh.... Mr. Abbot...Slip into this pair of forensic scrubs and let's look at the 
body." 
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More tumult from the young section of the crowd as he squirmed into the forensic cover-
alls. 
 
Our Mister Abbot lasted perhaps 15 seconds. He lost the beer and what-ever he had last 
eaten on the front yard of the crime scene house. Amid cheers and roasting, he pushed his 
way through the throng heading unsteadily towards what I presumed was his residence. 
 
I smiled to myself. 
 
There was no way that a visual ID could be conclusively ascertained. It wasn't a body in 
any shape or form. Just blood, gore and bone sticking out of what looked like a bag. An 
open bag! 
 
"Now that was just mean, Joe.... you’ve got one motherfucker of a mean streak in you, 
lover boy. When you want. Sorry to hear about your loss...can be a hard time, but it is 
often work that helps you get through it. The funeral was beautiful. You spoke from the 
heart, my boy. I didn’t think you had one. Anything I can do, don't hesitate to call. OK?" 
 
"Thanks. I’ll be fine. Ta…Arrh....it is about time that some of those smart-arses got what 
they deserve....it should shut his mouth for some time..." 
 
I nodded my head at her overtures. If nothing else, Dominique Sherbaverst was a true-
blue person. I still was a soft spot in her heart. I could tell. She looked up at me, a smile 
on her lips. She strolled up to me and hugged me. Kissed me on the cheek. 
 
This the wrong thing to do in this environment. Amid whistles and lewd suggestions 
shouted at us, we stepped through the front door after both of us had smeared Vaseline on 
our face masks. 
 
"You'll get through it, ma man." She patted me on the bum. 
 
The disgusting asides and comments that that bought caused us to step away from each 
other a bit earlier then I would have liked. The minds of imbeciles amused by the inanest 
and innocent things! 
 
"Would you be able to give us a time of death, Dom...." 
 
"To be blunt, no! We may be able to get some idea from the life cycle of maggots and a 
couple other insects that we've been able to identify feasting on the remains.... that have 
now taken over what is left of the body...but a time-scale from Liver temp or anal canal 
out of the question. I doubt that we'll be able to find any part of the Liver, the heart.... 
those dogs aren't stupid. Like Scotch Fillet to them.... what a fucking mess. Then we've 
got the neighbourhood rats and mice...it was if the Pied Piper was a-calling! It's about the 
worst that I've seen and you've given me some beauties, my man! This one takes the 
cake...you've outdone yourself on this one." 
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"So! ID will be in the domain of DNA comparison testing. That young John Doe that you 
have from last week's crash...he is, I think the victim's son.... that’s maybe a long shot 
guess.... though from what we've gathered from those twits milling about outside, the son 
Kavlan? Or Kevin? He’s not been seen for some weeks.... DNA comparisons should clear 
them both up. OK?" 
 
"You're good at that, aren't you Joe? Solving the homicide from several extraneous facts 
that seem, by themselves, not connected. You've done it before." 
 
"Dominique, don't feed his ego too much, now.  It is all pure guesswork at this stage." 
Mar butted in. 
 
"It gives us a direction, Marge. That's good enough for me and my team." 
 
We followed Dominique out of the bloody Lounge Room into the Kitchen. The dogs had 
managed to open the Fridge and several cupboard doors. Hunger can do that, I guess. 
 
Mar and I wandered around the house. Cleaning was obviously low on the priorities of 
Luke Mohammed. Though I'd seen worse. With my OCD tendencies, anything less than 
Hospital sterility was unclean! I wondered on the twice annual house inspections that the 
Housing Commission was meant to do, assessing the tenant's respect for the 
Commission's property. We opened cupboards. Drawers. Looked under beds. Behind bed 
heads. Nothing of importance. In a sense, the place was clean. The back yard was a lot 
worse than the inside of the house. A lot more garbage scattered about, probably care of 
the dogs left unattended. Unfed. Hardly a blade of grass, pounded into extinction by the 
constant antics of two lively dogs that more than likely, got very little alternate exercise, 
and were always hungry. 
 
A walk in the park completely alien to them. 
 
The garage housed an early model Holden Torana up on blocks. Pristine condition. 
Another of similar vintage but a shell, sat in the driveway between the Garage and the 
double driveway gates. It looked as though the shell taken over by the two dogs. A sizable 
kennel for the two of them. 
 
I made sure that the Crime Scene Techs did a proper examination of the fading tyre skid 
marks on the house driveway on the outside of the double back gates. 
 
I'd bet a tenner that it was the young 'John Doe's' doing. 
 
"Check the dimensions with the Subaru WRX that was involved with the collision with 
the tree a week back. The one that became the funeral pyre for its young driver...I'll bet 
my house that they match...." 
 
"You want to write that down on a chit, handsome? By the way, how you holding up after 
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your loss? Yer need a bit of mothering, give me a call. OK?" 
 
"Ta, Dom. You're a trooper.... you on the free list again yourself, huh? I'll be OK." 
 
Dom gave me one of her sexy grins that could mean a thousand things. 
 
I had caught Mar's raised eye-brows at the content of the conversation. The last person 
that I needed off-side right now was my partner. She was my rock amongst the savage 
storms that still whirled around in my brain and heart. 
 
After walking the back yard and doing another trawl through the inside of the house, I'd 
had enough. The smell. The blood and gore. The attitude of the milling throng who 
seemed not effected by the death of two of their own. Both in suspicious circumstances. I 
walked through the house looking for Mar to tell her that I thought that a trawl through 
the near neighbourhood might be the go. To get away from this meat market and dog 
food. 
 
I shucked out of the forensic boiler-suit coveralls and dumped them in the bio-mat bin 
located on the front veranda near the front door. 
 
The catcalls and whoops from the crowd in the street below jeered for more to be 
removed. 
 
I ignored the whoops and hollers. 
 
I noticed that Mar was sitting in our Pool Car around the corner in front of Charlie Watts' 
place. 
 
Several surly looking youths standing nearby. Their plans? Anyone’s guess, but I doubted 
that they milled about impressed with our ride. There was hate and malice in their stance. 
Their attitude. 
 
The air thick with distrust and vilification. 
 
 
 
CHAPTER SEVEN 
 
 
"We may never know, Mar on the exact time and cause of death because of the state of 
the carcass.... that’s all I can call it...it's not a person lying there, that's for sure. Though a 
tenner on OD is my bet." 
 
"OD? Where did that come from?" She shook her head. 
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"Mmm....any thing's possible around here, I guess.... I’d had enough Joe. The smell. The 
maggots.... Christ Joe, why couldn't you just have let sleeping dogs lie. No pun intended. 
The LAC lads would've picked it up eventually." 
"Yeah...and given it to us eventually. Enough Mar. Do you want to do a door-knock of the 
houses nearby?" 
 
"You know Joe...we don't even know if a crime, a murder has been committed here. I 
mean, the guy could have tripped and fallen. Knocked himself out and the dogs caught the 
scent of blood…. that’s not even worth thinking about, huh? Being eaten alive." 
 
I nodded my head. Thought about it for a bit. 
 
"Yeah...then why was the young bloke running?" 
 
"We don't know if he was running away from this, now do we? Be fair dinkum. On one 
hand, we could surmise that he killed his father and was speeding from the scene.... on the 
other hand, he could have innocently come across this scene a day or two after the 
devouring of the body commenced. Or the other option is that his father just OD'ed. A 
known addict...or more innocently, he just karked it! And nature took its course. Dogs get 
hungry....and the young bloke freaked out at the gruesomeness of it and just ran...in 
shock! In fact, Joe, we don't know if the two bodies are even related.... we’re out on that 
proverbial limb, jumping at guesses. Shadows." 
 
"Mmm...the Innocent don't run...and what was he doing driving a stolen vehicle that had 
been reported stolen two days before he wrapped it and himself around a bloody 
tree...with the incorrect number plates on it to throw us off the track that also were 
reported stolen less than 24 hours before his ghastly demise...as I said, the Innocent don't 
run. He was up to something, that's for sure!" 
 
Mar took some moments to digest what I had said. 
 
She not convinced, and as sure as eggs crack in the carton, she was not going to give my 
thoughts on the matter, her concurrence. Not yet, in any case. She’d need a lot more than 
what we had! 
 
She shrugged her shoulders and looked away. 
 
"A waste of time, don't you think?" She eventually commented. "They've all compared 
notes while they've yelled obscenities and smart-arse comments at us...truly, just look at 
them. It's a wonder some-one hasn't set up a BBQ and a picnic blanket...they're having the 
time of their lives. Two of their kind are now dead and they act none-the-wiser...couldn't 
care less. What the heck, eventually we've got to do a trawl, I guess." 
 
"That's not like you, Mar...so unenthusiastic at the smell of blood..."  
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If looks were daggers, I'd look like a pin cushion at this moment. I smiled, somehow 
grateful for the reaction. 
 
"…How about we get a statement from Charlie Watts first, eh?" 
 
 
 
CHAPTER EIGHT 
 
 
"Yeah, I was in the first intake." 
 
This said with a hint of pride in his voice. A squaring of the shoulders so to speak...if the 
old bloke had been capable!  
 
"Nigh on 40 years ago, now. There's close to 200 houses here on the Estate and I'd say 
around only 20 left of us originals. Law abiding people who always figured that we were 
lucky to be chosen for the estate when it was new like...not now of course! Of those, there 
are about 6, maybe 7 who don't have anything to do with the rest of us. The remainder, 
including me, are friendly like and look out for one another...ya gotta, nowadays...look 
out for the originals against the animals that now inhabit the zoo..." 
 
He wheezed a chuckle at his own joke, taking some moments to collect his thoughts. And 
his breathe. 
 
"…Young man, ya gotta go and see Frank...ya the spittin' image of him when he was 
younger. Life's caught up with him though.... he was lucky to land a nice home in here, I 
reckon...ya know, we were all tickled pink at being chosen to live here. It was class with a 
capital 'C'. The houses were brand new, modern, plenty of trees and grass, big backyards, 
good safe areas for the kids to play...as that crowd, my era, grew up and moved out, most 
just dying perhaps, they replaced by no-hopers who didn't work. Were mostly Dole 
bludgers, drunks, and druggies. As their kids reached around 10, maybe 12, things started 
to go downhill. Those kids are now late teens, early twenties and still have no respect for 
anything. They're mostly school drop-outs, drunks, and druggies themselves who think 
nothing of smashing up their own homes, so what chance has the parks and playgrounds, 
the duck ponds and other stuff got...but it was good once...every-one knew every-one. We 
had get-togethers and BBQ's down around the duck pond...yeah, it was good in the old 
days...everyone knew everyone and everyone was friendly-like.... Now? Ya can see for 
your selves…." 
 
The old man shook his head sadly. You could see the emotion in his eyes. 
 
We sat around an outdoor setting under the shade of one of those cheap Gazebo tents at 
the back of his house. Glasses of ice-cold water all round. 
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"Lakar 'Luke' Mohammed? Know him at all?" Mar got to the chase. 
 
"A talk over the back fence occasionally. I'd throw over bones and left-overs for his dogs 
on occasions...they knew me...didn't make a racket like when some people got too 
close...A good bloke, he was. Lebanese. He...arrh...he's got the monkey on his back. 
Heroin. Though he is in the Methadone Clinic rehab trials. Down Parramatta, I think. His 
second time, though he was sure this time that he had it beat. Was a Teacher. High 
School, from what he told me. Got hooked through a bloody student would you believe...a 
nice, gentle bloke though his son and he often didn't see eye to eye. A lot of friction. It 
would have been hard for Kavlan...that was his son's name...called himself Kevin, lived 
there mostly, though I got the impression when things got too rough he went to another 
family member...the missus I think. Haven't seen her for a while. A looker for sure...the 
young bloke tried to resist the local yahoos...yobos...bogans...but it was easier from his 
point of view to just fall into line. He found out the hard way that he'd always be on the 
outer edge no matter what...funny name. Different. Definite Lebanese looks. A funny 
religion. It was never going to work for him 'round these parts, poor lad. Luke thought 
that he had joined a radical group of Lebanese hotheads though his son would not 
elaborate...fucking hard for a young bloke growing up if you're not in a clique...right? 
Son...you haven't identified yourself..." 
 
I thrust my Card at him, sure that we had gone through this procedure earlier. 
 
"Lind. Joseph Lind. Ya gotta be related. A long-lost relo...ya gotta go see him...I'll ring 
him, OK?" 
 
Mar raised her eyebrows. 
 
"We'll call in if we have enough time. We want to interview as many of the neighbours as 
we can to-day. Maybe to-morrow...or when time permits." 
 
Mar bent her head in a questioning manner. I shook mine in response. 
 
We interviewed around six or seven near neighbours up and down the street. Opposite. A 
couple behind. One or two were old school not offering any information at all. Other old 
timers were chattier, though their talk always tended to complaints of rowdy neighbours, 
drunken brawls, and drug fuelled violence of the younger ones. The majority clearly 
demonstrated their prejudices and bias. Treating the whole affair as a joke. With a couple 
of the households, I felt like strangling the occupants as they were obstreperous, 
uncooperative and smart-arse. 
 
"Do you want to call in to see your namesake?" Mar asked as we walked back to the 
Highway Patrol vehicle. The vehicle's sides still broadcast it as a Cop car! 
 
"Nah....we haven't enough time..." 
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"There’s never enough time, Joe. What are you worried about Joe? Do you think it could 
be your old man? Since you've been back at work after Penny dying, you've been flat. 
Unresponsive. Unenthusiastic. Yer gotta buck up, my man. Yer can't let this drag on for-
ever." 
 
I shook my head. Apologised. 
 
"It's just...what...what do I say to the man if it turns out to be my old man? Living not that 
far away and never getting in touch? Nah!" 
 
"Come on Joe...you don't know the circumstances...c'mon, while I'm with you, OK? What, 
he's not going to answer the door with all guns blazing, you know? C'mon. Now, Joe!" 
 
 
 
CHAPTER NINE 
 
 
"Who is it?" A feeble voice croaked from behind the closed door. 
 
"Detective Marjory Hendricks. Murder Squad. We're investigating the death of Lakar 
'Luke' Mohammed from up the street. We're interviewing every-one close to that 
address." 
 
"I'm not close to Mr. Mohammed's address, young lady. I hardly knew of the man, let 
alone know him. I don't think that I can be much of an assistance to your enquiries..." 
 
An educated voice, though a little weak. Tremulous. 
 
"Just a couple of questions about the goings on...whether you have noticed any strangers 
around. Things like that. Could you open the door please Mr. Lind? Charlie Watts 
recommended that we come and see you." 
 
"That'd be Charlie. Sticking his nose in everybody else's business, bless his cotton socks. 
He usually comes down for morning tea. And a chat...usually to complain about what the 
yobs have been doing the night before. Haven’t seen him for a couple of days what with 
all the goings-on, I suppose." 
 
The door rattled with the effort of it opening. 
 
As usual, people tended to look straight ahead when the door finally opens. 
 
A momentary thing before we had to depress our sight lines. 
 
The guy was in a wheel-chair. 
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"I'll try my best to help with your enquiries..." He took a double-take at me. 
 
I was in shock. 
 
I thought for one surreal moment that I was looking in a mirror! 
 
"Arrh....do we know each other?" The man asked nervously. 
 
"Detective Joseph Lind." I thrust my ID card in his direction. Giving him sufficient time 
to take in the photo ID and name. My hand was shaking. 
 
"I thought that I knew every Lind in Australia...you must be from one of the European 
lines. German? Scandinavian? Ukrainian? But then you are a police officer, so your name 
wouldn't be in the Phone Book, now would it? Silent Number? Perhaps that's why..." 
 
He looked up at me as though he was studying some specimen under a microscope...or 
that's how it felt to me. 
 
A moth pinned to the backboard. 
 
He continued after some moments. 
 
"To tell you the truth, you look the mirror image of myself when I was fit and healthy and 
about forty years of age...how unlikely is that? Arrm...come through. Come through. Can 
I offer you something to drink? A bite to eat?" 
 
We followed the man as he wheeled himself through the house into the Kitchen. He 
gestured to a small kitchen table and two straight back chairs. I noticed that the nearby 
Dining Room had a huge table surrounded by umpteen chairs. 
 
"Sit. Please. Sit." 
 
He wheeled around to position himself at the top of the table. Facing us. 
 
"Now, young man, I'd be interested to know of your family lineage...it is extremely 
difficult for us to get back passed the Second World War. Most of the records around the 
area of the Ukraine where we think the family came from, destroyed. We have chased out 
lineage in Germany. In Finland. The name was originally LINDTZ. A Ukrainian Jewish 
name. You can guess the rest." 
 
I let the moment dangle for some time before speaking. 
 
"Does the name McCullough mean anything to you?" I asked quietly. 
 
"Does this relate to the incident up the road? No? She was an Author. Lives on Norfolk 
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Island...famous for her first book so I seem to remember...Can't remember her Christian 
name..." 
 
"Same family actually...I think the same great grandfather...on my maternal side." 
"Yes?" 
 
Though he seemed to have lost the thread. That...or he was way ahead of me. 
 
"Beverley McCullough?" 
 
I looked over at him. Glanced around the room, returning my gaze to fall on his face. 
 
"Bev McCullough. I think her friends may have called her 'Bubby' as she was small 
though well-proportioned I'm led to believe...I've never seen any photographs of her." 
 
"Yes....yes actually. A name from the past. A long time ago. Over forty years...Bev..." He 
muttered as his eyes seemed to view back through the years. He was nodding his head 
slowly. "Bubby...yes." 
 
"Forty-one, to be exact." I interrupted. I corrected myself, forgetting the pregnancy 
period. "Forty-two to be more precise..." 
 
"Yes...a long time ago." 
 
He bent his head back to look at the ceiling. A warm smile on his face. His recollections 
of nothing but good memories. 
 
He harrumphed. 
 
"She was my first girlfriend in fact. Well...first serious girlfriend, I suppose. She was 
seventeen about and I had just turned eighteen...she was a beautiful girl. Alive. Cheeky. 
Game as a sewer rat that nearly got us in trouble a couple of times. We went together 
for...oh...it's such a long time ago, now...only a short time before I went down to 
Melbourne Uni to do a Pharmacology Degree...her mother…" A smile at the foggy 
memory. "She...arrh...wasn't that keen for Bev to associate with me. Beatlemania I think 
though I looked more like a Rolling Stone fan...unruly, long hair. Stove-pipe jeans. Loud 
music constantly. All the time...Oh! They were the days...why is a name from the dim 
past being mentioned?" 
 
"She was my mother...She was pregnant." 
 
There was total silence. You could hear the ticking of an old mantle clock in an adjacent 
room. And hear his artificial heart valve clicking...a little on the fast side, it would appear. 
Or maybe it was his thought processes! 
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"She was my mother." I repeated. "She shot through when I was about 18 months old. 
Maybe younger. She was about 19 by then. Mavis McCullough. Bev's Mother, raised me 
as her own child. I thought that she was my mother up until her death in 2002 at the age of 
eighty-seven. Leaving me a letter with her other papers safely sealed with her Solicitor. 
Not to be opened until after her death. To tell you the truth, I could never work out the 
need for all that secrecy...but then, some people are like that...perhaps she had come from 
a very straight laced family...a different outlook at these things...a different society, a 
different era..." 
 
"Young Bev...she was pregnant...me? I? By me? I didn't know...truly.... why wasn't I 
contacted? Told of the situation. Bev's Mum knew where my parents lived. Not that far 
away really...Bev and I went to the same High School. We met...but it was some 
years...our last year of school that we started seeing each other seriously...They needed to 
contact me...why didn't she? You’re my son...at times like these, one needs to sit down..." 
 
"Yep...there's that 'off' sense of humour..." Mar chimed in. 
 
"You are sure?" 
 
"I have no other explanation for my looks being the spittin' image of you...." 
 
"Yes. Right...I'm...I'm sorry...truly sorry...the selfishness of the young...and heated secret 
embraces...it was the first for both of us...that I suppose does not mean much to you I 
guess...but I am truly sorry. If I had of known, I think I would have stayed...I would not 
have left her in the lurch like that...what can I say that would mean something to you? I 
think that I could do with a drink. A stiff Scotch. Would you care to join me, lad?" 
 
There was anguish in his voice. Regret marched across his face. 
 
"I, um...I wouldn't say no. Water for Mar. She's driving...I guess you have answered your 
own question...some-one thought that you were not potential marrying material..." I 
answered deadpan. 
 
He gave a loud chortle, realising the humour in my words. He lost his breath with the 
effort, which bought tears to his eyes. Mar raised her eye-brows and looked around the 
room. 
 
"Is this your wife?" He asked, as he looked at Mar. 
 
"Good God, no!" Mar exclaimed. "We're just a two-man team of Detectives who have 
been this way for nigh on three years now. A situation that was thrust onto us...we both 
have our doubts on this arrangement nearly every day." A smile on her face. 
 
"It's like a brand-new pair of shoes that hurt like hell at first, that are becoming most 
comfortable now that they're almost worn in." The old man chuckled. His eyes twinkling. 
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"My father used to say that..." He added. 
 
"Yep...that same sense of humour." Mar re-iterated dolefully as though another of similar 
vein was far too much to take. 
 
"Joe...may I call you Joe? I know that my heartfelt apologies will never make up for how 
you felt about being reared without a father whom you thought had run out...the only 
thing that I can say is truly, I was completely unaware of the situation and if I had 
known...if Mavis had allowed..." 
 
The sentence left dangling. 
 
"You...arrh...you said that you had no photos of her? I'm sure that I have, somewhere 
amongst my collection...I got into photography when I was in my early teens...Bev was a 
favourite subject of mine back then. I'll get my wife to trawl through my early stuff...for 
you..." 
 
The old man shook his head. Took a sip of his Scotch. 
 
"Look...I would think that we should have a paternal DNA test to be sure, before we 
commit....my wife, Gloria....she's due home shortly. Can I ask the two of you to stay at 
least just to meet her?  Perhaps stay for tea? I would appreciate that. I want to know 
everything about you...tell me.... why did you become a Copper? A Detective?" 
 
I shook my head. Looked at the table top. Took a gulp of my drink. Tears filled my eyes. I 
felt like a fool. 
 
"To find you and my mother...I guess." 
 
 
 
CHAPTER TEN 
 
 
"How do you feel?'" 
 
"Whoa!" I loudly exhaled. "I'm not too sure. He...arrh...fuck...I... arrh...I don't really 
know! He seems like a very sincere bloke. I doubt that he would lie about not knowing of 
the pregnancy...there's no point at this late stage of life...and if he had of known, you'd 
think that he may have, at some stage, unburdened his sense of guilt onto his wife. They 
seemed to be well suited. Very close. I didn't get that feeling at all...she was sincerely 
very surprised at my appearance...or my very being, in fact! Frankly, I'm still trying to 
come to terms with the whole thing...and having what? Five half-brothers and two half-
sisters. It must be a riot at Christmas get-togethers...they seem like a very close family..." 
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"You could take that further Joe. Your mother more than likely married at some time and 
you have half brothers and sisters down that road as well! What a bloody hoot if you 
could organise a get-together of them all!” 
 
"Hah...from an alone, lonely boy to more siblings than I could imagine. I wish Penny was 
here to see this...to share it with me...and Helene too. I unburdened my soul on the matter 
to Helene more than Penny...there wasn't enough time for me to get right into family 
history with her. With Penny. Will you come with me to meet the entire family next long 
week-end?' 
 
"Thanks for the invite Joe. But no. I think you and Billy and maybe Malisa should 
go...that's your family. I'd just be in the road...like an unwanted flea in a dog's ear..." 
 
"Mmm...you may be right...but think about it, eh?" 
 
 
 
CHAPTER ELEVEN 
 
 
We spent the following day interviewing more people on 'The Estate'. 
 
For zero or marginal result. 
 
Being insulted and ridiculed. 
 
Or completely ignored. Having doors slammed in our faces. 
 
I did not go near my father's place, not wanting to appear too eager or too spell-bound. 
 
But if the truth be known, it was close to midnight when Mar dropped me home after that 
incredible afternoon. 
 
I was emotionally wasted. 
 
That how-ever, did not stop me from waking Billy and Mal to share the news. I must 
admit that I was on a high. That empty corner in my being, in my soul, appeared not to be 
as vacant as it once was. 
 
I reject the repetition of organised religions and their continuous incantations that are just 
plain brain-washing, instead believing in a convoluted form of Evolutionary mumbo-
jumbo and planets and stars far removed from our Universe having control of our cycle. 
Also, believing in a sort of ying and yang. That Nature does have a way of controlling 
equilibrium. A door closed securely with the death of Penny; another that had remained 
tightly sealed since I was a young lad thinking of my forebears and family lineage, swung 
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wide open. 
 
I won't deny it. 
 
I was thrilled. 
 
Bill and Mal wanted to immediately visit. That night! 
 
The lack of a Grandmother and Grandfather for Bill had at some stage, been a topic of 
conversation between the two. 
 
Mal's zealous family had fingers that spread across the state and family re-unions and get 
togethers a common phenomenon. Usually culminating in a shared afternoon at their 
Church. 
 
A very constrictive arrangement in my opinion. 
 
Family gatherings should involve BBQ's, drink, fun and laughter and games of cricket 
with the kids as far as I was concerned...not that I would call myself a specialist on this 
type of gathering! We had nothing like that. The McCullough side of the family were not 
known for their wanting to be close. In fact, I lost contact with most of them even when 
Mum, my Nanna was alive. And her funeral was devoid of family members. Just me, 
Billy and my closest friends, and the Holtz's from down south. To the rest of that line of 
the family, she was some sort of pariah or criminal, such was the mood amongst her 
siblings and relatives. 
 
They may have had organised get togethers, but Nanna and I were never invited! 
 
When I did contact a few to tell of her passing, it not met with any form of emotion or 
thanks in me taking the time to inform them. 
 
And the excuses for non-attendance at the Funeral Service were sickening. 
 
The following day, both Mar and I were required in Court. This usually involved sitting 
around for half the day for a brief five-minute appearance. In this modern age, one would 
have thought that a more convenient arrangement be implemented. 
 
Not in the wisdom of the Court, so it would seem! 
 
We delayed our return to the Office by having a take-away late lunch down by the river. 
There was a chill in the air even though the sun was strong. 
 
Autumn was nearly over. Winter a week away. 
 
Mar had not mentioned our experience at Frank Lind's home of a couple of days 
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previously. She seemed to know enough time had now passed for me to digest and mull 
over the subject. 
 
"Well....you've had a couple of sleeps to place the whole thing in perspective...how do 
you feel about it? One thing though, I'll be honest about it. There is a change in you...you 
seem to have accepted Penny's death more easily...you seem more settled within yourself. 
There's something different about you, I just can't put my finger on it." 
 
I put my coffee container down and scanned the river. 
 
"Now there is the deductive wisdom and power of a Murder Dee of some note!" 
 
She threatened to throw her coffee my way. 
 
We both laughed. 
 
I tried to put into words what the past couple of days had done to me. How I was feeling 
about it. What it truly meant to me. To no avail. 
 
"Yeah...I s'pose...I guess...that line of equilibrium that I believe in... it’s shifted in some 
way...it's hard to explain...they are a nice couple. Law abiding. Intelligent. Sincere. 
Honest. Warm and funny with a certain family pride that was missing somehow in my 
former roots...no, that's not it...I don't know. But I'm excited about the future...about 
meeting the entire family on that long week-end. Brothers and sisters. Nephews and 
nieces...shit! All the kids seemed to have shaken off their poor beginnings...well...most of 
them had to make sacrifices for their father's benefit once he had that accident. That 
bought them down to earth with a thud. In a big way, too, apparently. But they've all done 
exceptionally well so it seems...every one of the kids has a professional background to 
some extent...climbed out of the Community Housing mire to do well. Bucks the trend, so 
it would seem when you speak to those people that we interviewed yesterday...the day 
before...Jeez...yeah. I feel good about the whole thing." 
 
Mar nodded her head, seeming to have her suspicions verified. 
 
"One thing Joe, if you didn't know your paternal family line, how come your surname is 
Lind?" 
 
“Hah...I…um...I just changed it..." There was guilt and a certain look. 
 
Mar didn't believe me. 
 
She knew better than to carry on though. 
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CHAPTER TWELVE 
 
 
"Have you seen the initial Toxicology Report on the body?" 
 
"Nah... you got it?" 
 
Mar flicked the one page document across my desk. 
 
As the initial report, it would not hold any weight in later Court proceedings, but it was 
something that we could feed off until the full report completed and sent down to us. The 
major and most common Drug traces were the easiest and fastest to identify. A full range 
Report would be at least another week away. 
 
I quickly scanned the one page report. Traces of marijuana, heroin and Ice found in the 
body. 
 
Mohammed had certainly fallen off the wagon. 
 
In a big way. 
 
"I think we need to visit that Methadone Clinic in Parramatta that Charlie Watts told us 
about to have a word on our Vic..." 
 
"They're notoriously secretive about their Client base, Mar. I doubt that they would 
divulge the time of day to us, let alone information on Luke Mohammed." 
 
"Worth a try though, Joe, as we're running out of steam on this one..." 
 
"We're still flogging ourselves Mar, as we still aren't sure that a homicide was involved." 
 
"Hang on. You changing sides? Wasn't it you who bet a tenner that we had a homicide as 
you were hefting me up to look over the back gate of the property...after you smelt the 
smell of death? Now? We'll only be able to determine whether a homicide was committed 
Joe, by good old-fashion Police investigative methods as it seems that the final forensics 
and DNA traces could be some weeks away. You with me, Joe?" 
 
"Yeah, yeah. OK." 
 
I did not relay a sense of confidence or enthusiasm for this case this morning. I thought 
perhaps that I had come down off my adrenalin high at last. Back down to earth. Back to a 
feeling of loss for all those years left unclaimed. Missing a father that I thought of quite a 
lot when I was a young lad. Not so much as I grew. His presence or lack of, a little piece 
of lead in my soul…. 
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The Clinic was within walking distance of the Office. Well...some blocks away! 
 
The doors were open. A sign directed us to proceed to the counter. 
 
"Officers, as you can appreciate, my Clients will be somewhat anxious in spying your 
presence in this establishment. I would appreciate if you turn around and exit this area. 
There is nothing that I can offer you and nothing, I am sure, that you can offer me that 
would be beneficial to either one of us. Thank You." 
 
I couldn't believe that we stood out that much in a crowd! 
 
She was a small woman. Wound as tight as the bun on the back of her head. Alert eyes 
that spoke of laughter in other environs. Now a scowl present on her face, her welcome 
mat for Officers of the Law. 
 
"Perhaps we should retire to your Office?" 
 
"This is my Office...!" She replied sharply. Gave me a look that would make normal 
people disappear. "Oh....very well. Follow me." 
 
We barely fitted into uncomfortably hard chairs in front of a small desk. The woman sat 
rigidly opposite us. The desk her barricade. Her security fence. A stony look on her face. 
 
"We're just enquiring on whether you have next of kin information on one Lakar 'Luke' 
Mohammed. We understand that he has been a Client here for some time. Can you help 
us?" 
 
Mar was coming at it sideways. Hoping to jolt the woman. Bring down her defences in a 
big way. She succeeded. The over-officious and businesslike manner seemed to disappear 
like a puff of smoke on a windy day. Her scornful expression also dissipated just as fast. 
 
Mar had done it again! 
 
"Luke? No! What happened? He's dead? No!" 
 
"It would appear that way. OD. Though that needs confirmation with further toxicology 
tests and DNA comparison tests. He died approximately two weeks ago, possibly the 
Tuesday of that week is the Post Mortem estimation." 
 
"No! That's impossible! No....OD? Impossible!" 
 
"Why do you say that...er..." 
 
"Sister Bronwyn Hegarty. Sister Bronnie all my patients call me...he was doing so 
well...sure...he'd strayed about two years ago, but he desperately wanted off the treadmill, 
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so to speak. He was so pleased...he was on the verge of kicking the Methadone...OD'ed. 
No way! No! He was one of our success stories." 
 
"When did you last see him, Sister?" 
 
"Um..." 
 
She swung her desk chair to a small side return of her desk. Tapped something into the 
Laptop in front of her. 
 
"Arrh...two weeks ago. The Monday. Oh, dear. The day before he died probably…no…I 
don’t believe it! He said that he would be going to our City Outlet the following week. 
Last week. He had business in town. That's why I never worried about him missing an 
appointment...he'd go to our City address. He was a pure, gentle man. A lovely person. 
This is tragic..." 
 
"Do you know whether he made that appointment in town?" 
 
“Um…. no. It doesn’t cross-reference back to my computer. I can ring them for 
confirmation, if you want?”  
 
"In a moment. Do you have that next of kin information for us?" 
 
The steely look came back across her face once more. 
 
"I shouldn't. You don't have a Court Order...your ID please." 
 
We both whisked out our ID cards. 
 
"Murder Squad? What’s your business with Luke if he OD'ed, as you said?" 
 
"There were circumstances involved that dictated our involvement...Can we have that 
information that we seek?" 
 
"His son..." 
 
"…is also dead, we believe." 
 
She bowed her head. Reached across her desk as she grabbed a tissue. Blew her nose. 
Wiped her eyes. Women seem to do that a lot. I half expected a goolie to be dangling 
from her eye-lash. She printed out a name and address and handed it to Mar. 
 
I wasn't even in the picture. 
 
"Thank you. Please understand that our investigation is at the preliminary stages and we 
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have not yet, received any confirmation through DNA comparison testing on the identity 
of both bodies...arrh.... we’ll advise you in due course." 
 
She nodded her head. Blew her nose again. Wiped her eyes. 
 
"You should leave." Was her succinct instruction. Though sadness had replaced the over-
officious stance. 
 
We stood. Turned to leave her small Office. 
 
“Oh, Nurse? Can you just check whether he made or didn’t show for that appointment in 
town? Please?” I asked, feeling as though I was pushing the friendship. 
 
“One moment, Detectives,” 
 
She picked up her phone. Spoke softly. A sadness dropped over her face. She placed the 
hand-piece softly back onto the cradle. 
 
She shook her head as she reached for another tissue. 
 
We turned and left. 
 
 
 
CHAPTER THIRTEEN 
 
 
The suburban street was a replica of every suburban street in every city, town, and village 
across Australia. 
 
Except that the street-scape was liberally sprinkled with house extensions that belonged to 
a different era. A different country. It is doubtful that Council approval was obtained or 
the necessary fees paid on a great many of them. 
 
We parked in front of one that at first glance gave the impression that it was in the middle 
of demolition. Instead, hideous extensions had begun that judging by the weathering, had 
not continued for some years. Large blue tarps were billowing in the soft breeze. 
 
The tarps frayed and weathered. 
 
It was doubtful that in a heavy deluge, they would keep out the rainwater. 
 
There were two large caravans parked in the front yard as though these was the alternate 
sleeping accommodation while these works were in progress. They too, looked as though 
they had been there for some time. Up on concrete blocks. Power cords snaking to them 
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across the grass from an ajar front window of the house. I wondered if the local Council 
had objected to their long-term position. 
 
If not, it was a different Council to mine! 
Maybe they had just given up. The Administrative fees in chasing out these illegal 
additions and extensions becoming astronomical for zero result! 
 
If it had, their objections ignored, so it would seem. 
 
We could almost hear the rustle of curtains of every house in the street as we parked our 
glaringly obvious Police vehicle in front of the address that we had for Lakar’s wife. 
 
The door opened quickly after we knocked, as though she had been expecting us. 
 
Perhaps the local 'cockatoo' was that good! 
 
"Yes?" A confident, no nonsense tone of voice that still had a welcome ring to it. 
 
She stood no more than 150 centimetres tall. Slim. In white jeans and a colourful top that 
did not hide her curves. Exquisite features. Large, dark eyes. Her left one showing the 
yellowing of a belting fading fast. Make-up subdued. Pale pink lipstick on a sensuous 
mouth that went well with her dark coffee complexion. An open, friendly smile belied a 
certain trepidation at our appearance at her front door. She knew that we were the Police. 
Her dark hair fell halfway down her back. Thick, luxuriant, and glossy. She cared about 
her appearance. She looked as though she was on her way out. Shopping or some such. 
 
This was not a woman who bowed to traditional ways without a fight. 
 
"Yes? Can I help you? It is obvious that you are the Police.” 
 
A glance past us to our bright red vehicle. 
 
"What is it you want? Has one of the boys got himself into trouble again?" 
 
We showed her our ID cards. Uttered our names. 
 
"The Murder Squad?" 
 
A nervousness skittered across what would have been her flawless complexion...except 
for the old bruising. 
 
"Mrs. Mohammed? Mrs Kestra Mohammed?" Mar enquired. 
 
She bowed her head. Looked back at Mar. 
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"I'm no longer married to Luke Mohammed. I severed my ties with him some time ago. 
Sharia Law. I am now Mrs. Halarli..." 
 
"Were you divorced...according to Australian law?" 
 
"It is not necessary for some people who believe in Allah and Sharia Law...women are 
baggage to be bought and sold...that is not your problem. It is the Imam's...and 
mine...now, how may I help you?" 
 
"Your husband...Luke Mohammed..." 
 
This was still Australia regardless of what one believed to be a more important law. 
 
She noticed that we still referred to her by her married name as recognised by Australian 
Law. 
 
There was a raising of her eye-brows. 
 
Our attention at that moment diverted by the sound of screeching tyres and the appearance 
of a 'Hoon-mobile' in all regards, including the spray-painting of flames across the bonnet. 
The car lurched down the driveway of the property coming to a sudden stop with a 
screech of tyres. Wide wheels. Fancy and chrome. The suspension sitting the vehicle 
almost on the ground. The exhaust note and warble hinting at a 'worked' motor. The glass 
so blacked out it was difficult to see inside the vehicle. Four youths of obvious Eastern 
Mediterranean appearance sprung out of the car as though they had two seconds before 
the vehicle exploded. 
 
Three of the youths had all the hallmarks of serious steroid use. The fourth just plain 
obese. 
 
They looked at us as though we had just told them that Lebanon had been over-run by the 
Israelis. 
 
Sullen, hateful looks. 
 
Three of them leant against the car. Like feral cats about to spring on the injured prey. 
 
The largest of the four made the front veranda in one bound, yelling to the woman in 
Lebanese. The woman winced away from the threatened slap as the youth threw back his 
arm to swing through onto her face. 
 
"Go inside. Cover your face. You are not to show your face to strangers, especially if they 
are the fucking Pigs." 
 
"You are not my keeper, Bakrat. Do not threaten me. Show the respect I deserve, 
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otherwise I will tell your father!" 
 
"He is but a woman himself who cannot control you..." 
 
All this said as the youth bought back his arm to slap the woman's face. 
 
Mar quickly stepped inside the youth's arm. Grabbing it by the wrist and elbow, 
continuing with the movement backwards. Bringing her foot inwards, she kicked away 
the youth's foot as she increased the movement backwards of his arm. 
 
The young bully collapsed onto his backside on the concrete slab of the veranda. 
 
Yelps of pain erupted, followed by accusations of Police brutality, and claims that the 
filthy, brutal pigs had broken his back. The other three youths stepped towards us but 
stayed off the veranda, well away from us. I placed my hand on the holster clip, alerting 
them with my other arm that I was not averse to unsheathing it. 
 
"Stay where you are if you know what's good for you. Come any closer and I'll have to 
arrest you. Understand?" Using a quiet but threatening tone. 
 
It worked! 
 
They chilled out somewhat, though their eyes remained alert. 
 
Mar turned the youth over and cuffed him. His arms circling a veranda post. She patted 
him down amid his constant cries of a broken back. 
 
"Lebanese back?" She looked my way. A grim smile on her face. "Well, well. What have 
we here?" 
 
She turned out all the pockets, pulling a switch-blade from one. 
 
"A concealed weapon...you know that you're not allowed to have this type of weapon on 
your person, don't you?" 
 
"You just put that on me. Just like you pigs, picking on us minority group..." A whining 
type of voice but slow as though he needed to think of every word before he uttered it. 
 
"OK, boys. Up here on the veranda. Spread your legs, hands on the wall. Your mouths 
shut...don't even think about it, sonny, we've got you covered." She muttered to the obese 
youth who showed all the signs of fleeing. 
 
The three frisked. 
 
Their pockets turned out. 
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They all had some form of knife in their possession. Two of them had baggies of pills. 
 
"I'll ring for local back-up." I offered as I hand-cuffed two while the other was cable tied. 
Their hands behind their backs. 
 
Mar turned back to the woman who had remained quiet during the entire ordeal. Her arms 
crossed over her chest. A scornful look on her face as she surveyed the four youths now 
seated on the cold concrete of the veranda. Their backs against the front wall of the house. 
 
"You can identify these guys?" 
 
She nodded her head. 
 
With her chin, she indicated the two closest to her.  
 
"My step-sons. Bakrat or 'Packrat', as he is known as and his younger brother Ilya. The 
other two are cousins of theirs. Condi known as Con and Sallat known as Sal or Salami as 
he never seems to stop eating. Halarli their surname." 
 
"Can we get back to why we wanted to speak with you?" Mar asked. A smile on her face. 
 
"Lakar? Yes? Has something happened to him...he has died?" She held up her hand. 
"Excuse me, I won't be one moment." 
 
She shrunk back into the dim interior of the house. Returning quickly with a wad of 
tissues. She apologised.  
 
"He was doing so well...the Doctor said that he would make a full recovery..." 
 
"I'm sorry?" Mar asked. "Recovery? When did you last speak to him?" 
 
"I have spoken to him every day since he came out of surgery. He had an appointment 
with a Heart Specialist last week. No. Maybe early the week before. He had a heart attack 
in the Specialist's rooms...thankfully there and not elsewhere. Rushed to St. Vincents 
Hospital. Triple by-pass. He's expected to be released to-day or to-morrow...arrh...he'll be 
staying here..." 
 
She pointed to one of the Vans. "…. until he is well enough to take care of himself...what 
is this about?" 
 
"Arrm....a body was discovered at your husband's address...visual identification was not 
possible. We have assumed that it was your husband as no-one has seen him for the past 
couple of weeks...we are awaiting DNA analysis..." 
 
"That is why…" Her face took on an anguished look as she realised the alternative. ".... 
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Kavlan? Is he... where is my boy? I haven't seen him since before his father's 
operation...he hasn't visited his father in Hospital. That is not like our boy. He adored his 
father. Do you know where he is? That isn't the body of my son that you cannot identify, 
is it? No! Please, no!" 
 
Her two step-sons turned toward her. Sneers on their faces said a mountain of words 
while tears streamed down the woman's face without a sound coming from her. 
 
 
 
CHAPTER FOURTEEN 
 
 
The local Constabulary seemed to be tardiness personified. 
 
I hinted as much. 
 
There was a weak excuse muttered in our direction. 
 
It was as though the arrest and booking of the four would elbow its way into their day of 
rest as the paperwork alone would be sizable. 
 
As they bundled the four into a Wagon, I reminded them of the need to take those things 
removed from the pockets of the four. The evidence bagged and initialled along with a 
written report on whose person they had been found. 
 
"I think Constable, that it would be a good idea if you do a thorough search of their 
vehicle also. Probable cause. You do not need a warrant if, what we found on their person 
is an indication of what may be found in their vehicle...Do you need a set of gloves?" Mar 
sarcastically commented. "Your Lunch can be re-heated, you know!" 
 
This bought grumbles and a stodginess in their movement and enthusiasm, as though they 
could guess at what they may find and the added work that this might entail. I deliberately 
pulled out my mobile and began filming proceedings. I did not like the chances of 
anything that maybe found finding its way onto a procurement list for Court proceedings, 
without this a recording of it. 
 
We had made arrangements for a Forensic Technician to meet us at the Hospital. That 
was now out of the question. Mar organised with Kestra Halarli to obtain Lakar 
Mohammed's permission for a DNA swab without our presence. We assured them both 
that we would visit the Hospital with an explanation later that afternoon. 
 
Surprise! Surprise! 
 
The car yielded a veritable treasure trove. 
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Three hand guns. 
A sawn-off shotgun that looked extremely menacing. 
 
A machete and several large knifes. 
 
A commercial quantity of what looked like 'E', a large quantity of anabolic steroids still in 
original packaging imported directly from China, several saleable sized packets of white 
powder and a large quantity of marijuana already bagged ready for sale. 
 
When Mar insisted on involving the Drug Squad and arranged to have the vehicle 
transported to the Forensic Bureau to be stripped to the bone, the local boys, and their 
prisoners, objected strongly and noisily. 
 
One could assume a case of collusion or some such was the order of the day. 
 
I held up my Mobile to indicate that the entire half hour operation was now recorded for 
posterity. 
 
This quietened them somewhat and when the Lead Detective who turned up from the 
Drug Squad indicated further investigation into their possible involvement with the four 
youths arrested was possibly forthcoming, everything went quiet! 
 
The Lead Detective gestured me to one side. 
 
"That case of yours? Out on The Estate? You can't ID the body yet and you're waiting for 
DNA trace. Twenty dollars it's one of our, shall we say, less important Dealers in the area. 
Rudy Randolph. We've had an occasional eye on him for some time though over the last 
couple of weeks he's dropped out of sight...just giving you a polite heads-up...inter-
Branch cooperation...you'll owe me one." 
 
I couldn't see how that worked. Here we were giving him four live ones on a platter, and 
with a bit of digging, two Uniforms into the bargain. I glanced at my partner, who shook 
her head slowly. A smile on her face. 
 
He nodded his head. "Twenty bucks." He re-iterated, a grin on his face as though he had 
just given me the name and whereabouts of the Dingo at the Uluru Camp Grounds. 
 
The Drug Squad guys took possession of the four youths and all the drugs and armaments 
found in the car. The vehicle slipped onto the back of a Police Tray truck for removal to 
the Forensics Yard as we headed towards the Hospital. 
 
Kestra Halarli accompanied us. 
 
She would remain at the hospital long after we had explained our purpose and our 
suspicions. 
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That the youth killed in the fiery collision with a tree on that night some two weeks 
previously, was indeed their son. 
 
Both were comforting one another as we left. 
 
We detoured to the Methadone Clinic forgetting that we had this vehicle emblazoned with 
POLICE down both sides. You could almost hear the scampering sound of a thousand 
cockroaches, or more precisely Clinic Clients madly dashing for the back door. 
 
Sister Bronwyn Hegarty was far from happy as Marge bounded into the Clinic as I sat in 
the car directly outside the Clinic doors. 
 
What can I say?  
 
We plain forgot!  
 
Truly. 
 
Hegarty thanked Marge for the information that Lakar was alive and well and 
recuperating from a heart operation in St. Vincents Hospital. 
 
"Now, can you get that technicolour yawn of a car away from here? Quickly. Please?" 
 
 
 
CHAPTER FIFTEEN 
 
 
I felt completely washed out. 
 
In fact, I felt that I had been hung up by the ankles and had every toxin forcefully 
expunged from my body. 
 
I had just spent almost two hours at the Shrinks baring my very soul for the third time this 
week. I was downstairs at the Coffee Spot chilling out when my mobile sent tremors 
across my chest. 
 
"Yeah......" I answered without much enthusiasm. 
 
"Joe? Where are you? Where-ever you are, come straight up to the Office....we've just got 
the Preliminary Forensic Report on the 'Dog Meat' death. I'll give you ten minutes before 
I'm out of here without you. OK?" 
 
"Where're you think you're heading without your senior partner?" 
"Fourth Floor. Drug Squad. Detective Bruce Swartz." 
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"Meet you there in ten." 
 
I wandered into the Office that I had left almost seven years previously. 
 
Slapped a few guys on the back. Shook a few hands. Had a stir with a few others as I 
wended my way across the Room, heading for Mar seated beside the desk of one 'Pretty 
Boy' Bruce Swartz. He was a relatively new boy to the Squad but had already made a 
name for himself especially after being spotted prancing about in almost nothing in the 
Gay Mardi Gras march some years back. 
 
Swartz stood as I approach. Shook my hand. 
 
"Your legacy...arrh...you're still mentioned at times by the more senior guys in the Squad. 
Pleased to meet you. The stories they tell of your exploits… how come you’re still here?" 
 
I shook my head as an answer. I wondered that same thing on occasions. A grim smile as 
I looked at him. 
 
He gestured for me to sit as though I was some type of celebrity. A legend in my own life-
time. I knew that he had tried to make me feel comfortable. Important. At home, perhaps. 
Maybe proud. All he managed by the comments was to make me feel old! 
 
It may have been my morning's episode with the Shrink that put me in this mood. I really 
didn't know. By the look on Mar's face, she thought it was a hoot and I got the impression 
that she knew exactly how I felt but didn't care. 
 
"Yeah...well...we hadn't really discussed anything before you got here, Joe...umm...Mar 
wanted to talk about Donald Randolph, better known as Rudy Randolph. I understand that 
you also know him as the 'Dog Meat body'...bloody ghastly...thank Christ I'm in Drugs 
and not the Murder Squad like you two. I couldn't hack that!" 
 
"Yeah...it takes a bit and the sights tend to stay with you." Mar took up the conversation. 
"Umm...Rudy Randolph. He lives on the Estate at Number 10 Seventh Circuit. We have 
no idea why he was at the address where he met his ghastly end. Number 125 Hopetown 
Circuit. Possibly the connection is that the resident, one Luke Mohammed was a former 
addict. Possibly fell off the wagon and was looking to buy...we don't know." 
 
Mar paused to look over at me.  
 
I was sitting there like a stunned mullet not following her information at all, so she 
thought. She strummed her fingers on Swartz's desk before continuing. 
 
"Umm...Autopsy results are a little vague on time of death but it would be near Tuesday 
the Twelfth. The resident of said property was, the day before, undergoing heart surgery, 
so it would appear. That puts him out of the equation. Trace indicates some fragments of 
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skin, hair, and blood of the deceased on the corner of a nearby coffee table. The deceased 
also had a dislocated jaw, possibly inflicted by a blow to the chin. Could even be caused 
by the victim tripping and dislocating his jaw as he went down...all conjecture. We really 
don't know at this stage...but we prefer the hypothesis where the Vic is hit on the jaw, 
goes down like a bag of shit hitting the side of his head on the table...he is unconscious 
and blood continues to ooze from the head wound.... head wounds can be like that. What 
blood there was, excited the dogs who in their initial thrusts at the body, pierced a vein 
causing massive blood loss. This only exacerbated the situation with the dogs becoming 
uncontrollable, attacking the body viciously..." 
 
The vision that this engendered too gruesome to mull over. 
 
"What's become of the dogs?" The young Drug Officer asked. 
 
His priorities a little skew-if, one would have thought. 
 
"They've been put down...to a certain extent, this all is conjecture as the body was so 
badly mutilated it was difficult to obtain concrete evidence...Rudy Randolph? It is still 
conjecture that that is our man. Confirmed with the DNA comparison testing I a couple of 
week’s time, hopefully. I understand that he is in the system after several stints at the 
holiday camp...one quite recently...Can you give us some background...some history, 
Detective?" 
 
"I'll do better than that. Since you rang me about him this morning, I've prepared a 
Dossier on him for you. Priors which are very long. Times spent in prison. Known 
associates. Supply chains and districts in which he operated...his priors are mostly 
'Possession,' 'Commercial quantities found on person, in vehicle, at place of residence. So 
on and so on.... but in the scheme of things, he was still small time.... topping up his Dole 
payments is all." 
 
He handed over a thick Manila folder. 
 
Mar flipped through the pages. 
 
"DOB 10 September 1956! He was an old bloke really! Keeping up with the young hoods 
in the game must have been getting difficult for him...did you know him personally, 
Detective?" 
 
"Arrh...yes, yes I did. I was his arresting officer on his last stint...He was a quiet sort of 
bloke. Street smart. By no means a stupid man. A likeable guy actually. He wasn't into 
violence, though it’s said that he wasn't above murder if bills weren't paid and a sizeable 
sum was involved. There are two possible murders tenuously attributable to him...He 
knew most of the old timers 'in the trade', if you know what I mean. He was never in 
favour of the ways of the young who too readily reverted to violence at a drop of a hat 
according to him. Even the Screws had a good word for him, that's how much a likeable 
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character he was. Married but that went bust after one of his bouts in Prison. I believe he 
has a son and daughter by the marriage. Their names and addresses are in the Report. 
They've stayed out of trouble. I guess the son will be needed for a definite DNA 
identification. The mother, Rudy's wife, died not that long ago...they married and lived at 
the same address on the Estate for a long time. They weren't original settlers, if you catch 
my drift...he didn't create waves though. He was that sort of bloke. He could stand on a 
busy city street corner selling his wares and you'd hardly notice…unless you already 
knew. He lost his pipe-line for both 'E' and commercial quantities of 'grass'. We know that 
he was looking around for a new supply line...he'd always take commercial quantities and 
bag it up himself...he always said that it was the middle man who made the profits...he 
was hoping to cut that guy out. He seen up the North Coast about two months ago, where 
he scored a large amount of hydroponically grown stuff...top of the range. That was 
closed down not long after the transaction took place..." 
 
"Sounds as though you may have had a tail on him wanting to nab the Growers...and 
larger Distributors. Nothing really changes." I stated. A smirk on my face. 
 
"Yeah...well...you've got to pick your mark...umm...we did have a tail on him though that 
piece of information is to be kept quiet…and you did not hear it from me." 
 
"So! If you had a tail on him...do you know why he was at the address where he breathed 
his last?" 
 
He nodded his head. Looked across at the Dossier that Marge held open. 
 
"There's a four-man group known to us as Packrat and Co. who are very vicious, and very 
ambitious. Want to control a large proportion of the 'E' and Speed market in the area. 
Links directly with a Bikie gang who import 'E' into the country in very large quantities 
from China..." 
 
"The Halarli boys. They are also associated with an outspoken Fundamentalist Cleric who 
shouts death to the infidels." Mar added. 
 
"That's right. I wouldn't be surprised if the AFP had a 'trailer' on them because of their 
affiliation with that Imam....You've come across them, then?" Swartz asked. 
 
"Yeah...Quite by accident, as it happened...they would have been in your holding pens...in 
your Interview Rooms last week perhaps...that was our doing. We called you guys in 
when it became obvious that several uncooperative and unenthusiastic LAC Constables 
were doing everything they could to foul us..." Mar had that serious tone in her voice that 
indicated much of the way she felt about cops on the take. 
 
"Arrh....it was you guys? Your doing? Good job! The two Constables are on enforced 
Leave with pay. The Integrity and Standards Boys looking into it from what I hear…their 
time in the Force soon ending. They’ll both see time, I suspect...yeah...the Packrat boys 
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are due in Court next week on charges relating to that bust of yours...you not been 
called?" 
A shake of our heads to the negative. 
 
"That's strange...umm...won't be a moment." 
 
He rose quickly and walked to one of the offices at the end of the room. Poked his head in 
to have a very pronounced gestured conversation with the 2IC Drug Squad. 
 
Detective Sergeant Bryant Collins walked heavily towards us. A mountain of a man 
standing close to 2 metres tall. A body that a twenty-year-old would be proud of, though 
Collins was approaching his fiftieth year. Both Mar and I knew him, often sharing pool 
lanes with him or beside him on a running machine in the Gym. I also knew him from the 
old days. A no-nonsense Detective who was apt to shoot first and ask questions later. At 
least the vermin were thinned during those times.... 
 
He was that poor a shot. He couldn't hit the side of a barn at ten paces to save himself. If 
he drew his service pistol, everyone hit the ground! 
 
"Joe? Marge? Good to see youse..." 
 
"Bulls-eye, how's it going, brother?" I satirically commented. We shook hands. Did the 
shoulder dance. 
 
"Leave next Tuesday week and the day after free...both of you...I cannot understand why 
the two of you were not called for appearance...we'll need you for chain of evidence and 
our involvement. I fear that your omission may not have been accidental...leave it with 
me. I'll get back to your boss, DI Church. Good to see you Bongo...do you see Drums at 
all?" 
 
Bongo/Drums was me and my partner, Barry Holtz, sign call when we were both 
undercover Narcs. Bullseye had for a while been our back-up contact Officer. 
 
"Yeah, regularly. He's down the South Coast." 
 
"That’s what I heard. And doing well for himself, by all accounts. I pass him regular-like 
when there's a Drug Conference... Pass on my greetings when next you see him...don't 
forget, you're both in Court on those two days, OK?" 
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CHAPTER SIXTEEN 
 
 
"We'll have to leave off interviewing them all until after the Court case next week, don't 
you reckon?" 
 
"Yeah. I guess, though I don't like that...I know that is Procedure and Protocol with a bit 
of Office politics thrown in... we should check it with Abbey first. I'll bet that he says that 
a Murder case over-rides any claims by the Narc boys...that'll get up their nose, that's for 
sure. Abbey gets the extra pay to handle that type of shit! Give him a heads-up before 
Bulls-eye contacts him. OK?" 
 
Marge walked into Abbey's Office as I walked up to my desk. 
 
She filled him in on the conversation with the Drug boys and the need for us to be present 
at the Court Proceedings for them. Abbey never liked to be beholding to any other section 
of the Force, especially the Narc guys. He asked Mar pertinent questions on the case. Mar 
gestured for me to attend. We laid the case out for him. 
 
"I always said you had a nose for it, Joe." Abbey remarked with a smile. "I wish to Christ 
that you could keep it out of other people's business, is all...leave those days free as DS 
Collins requested. I'll have a word with him. It would be best if we took over the entire 
case as your nose seems to indicate their involvement in a murder that you, at the 
moment, cannot prove...good one, Joe...I'll leave you with it until we get confirmation 
from Forensics...or an admission of guilt would be nice...if that is not forthcoming within 
a week, then you are to hand the entire proceedings over to the Narc boys. Understood?" 
 
"Yes Boss." 
 
"Good...get out of here. I'll ring Narcs and then I have work to catch up on." 
 
We sauntered back to our desks. 
 
Slumped into our chairs. 
 
Mar picked up the initial Forensic Report. 
 
"The Preliminary Forensic Report indicates that trace elements proved that one Bakrat 
'Packrat' Halarli along with his younger brother Ilya were at the scene. They're in the 
system. The four of them, actually. They're in the system for mostly drug related arrests 
though Bakrat did time for assault and not just possession. Selling a sizable quantity to an 
undercover Narcs guy." Mar added. “Good one, boy. Very smart!” 
 
"Yeah, but you know the spin put on that, don't you? Of their trace found at the Crime 
Scene address? Of course, they were at that address, their younger cousin Kavlan lived 
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there. They were all good friends." 
 
"Mmm...yeah, you could be right on that one. Maybe we should make enquiries as to the 
friendliness of the lot of them, then." Mar suggested. 
 
"Regardless what we find, even if we can prove any animosity between 'Packrat' and 
Kavlan, the Defence will still have a field day with it presenting reasonable doubt, I bet. 
Who hasn't had little disagreements amongst cousins...no, we need more than that and 
more than just proof of them being at the house...." 
 
Mar's phone rang in its charge dock. After identifying herself, she listened for some 
moments. Nodded her head. 
 
"Thanks for that." She stated. "Thanks for doing a rush on it. We owe you one." 
 
She placed her mobile back into its dock. 
 
"That was Forensics Trace. The DNA Section. They did a rush on the DNA of Luke 
Mohammed...initial indicators are that he is the father of the youth who died in that fiery 
crash...the incident that started this whole crazy business off, thanks to your natural 
suspicious mind and keen sense of smell." 
 
"What? Am I getting the blame now for a dead body suddenly appearing...It's my 
magnetic personality...." I joked. 
 
"Gawd, get me out of here, please!" Marge bemoaned. 
 
"We should go and see Luke then. Confirm our suspicions. He may be able to throw some 
light on his son's involvement with the Halarli boys too. Or Kestra..." 
 
"Mmm...." 
 
"What?" 
 
When-ever Mar had that expression, and answered as she just did, something was 
whirling madly around in her brain. 
 
"What?" I again asked. Exasperated. 
 
"I reckon that Kestra will do the nine spins of the body and go and live with Mohammed 
again...the way they look at one another...the way that she fusses over him..." 
 
"I don't think it’s her choice, is it? It’s up to the guy to do the annulment of the marriage 
vows...isn't it? That’d be bloody handy, wouldn't it? And a darn sight, bloody cheaper 
than our system!" 
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"Christ...you bloody men!" 
 
This comment accompanied by a punch to my shoulder that bloody, well hurt! 
 
I couldn't for the life of me, work out what I had said wrong! Women!! Yer gotta check 
the Calendar every month to see whether you can be your usual ocker self or some sort of 
SNAG that defends the rights of women until you are blue in the face! 
 
Bloody Hell! Get me outa here! 
 
 
 
CHAPTER SEVENTEEN 
 
 
We met Luke and Kestra Mohammed at a Coffee Shop in the large Shopping Plaza close 
to Kestra' home. Their wish, as they did not want to discuss such matters at the half 
completed or half demolished house, depending how you looked at it. They had taken 
over one of the caravans on the pretence that Luke still required close monitoring. 
 
Lakar 'Luke' Mohammed looked the picture of health. 
 
We both noticed that the two of them were holding hands as we walked into the Shop and 
surprised them. 
 
They both looked sheepish. 
 
Slightly embarrassed. 
 
It was not deniable that the couple were a very good-looking pair and the way that they 
leaned into each other not noticing the stature, did appear to give Mar's prediction some 
weight. 
 
We settled in. Exchanged pleasantries and ordered. 
 
"I'm sorry. We have confirmation that the boy killed in the car crash was indeed your son, 
Kavlan. Kevin." Mar was straight into it. No mucking about! 
 
Both bowed their heads. Luke put his arm around the woman's shoulders. Muttered some 
sentences in what could have been Lebanese. A very quiet incantation to Allah perhaps. 
Neither had shown any religious leanings to us previously. 
 
Kestra looked up at us with tear-filled eyes. 
 
"We guessed as much. It would be so unlike him to ignore either one of us for such a long 
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time...and not to visit his father in Hospital...the only way that was to happen was if he 
were already dead...how long will it be before we can have his body. We understand that 
it was pretty well destroyed by the flames from the accident. No? He would have been 
dead by then, surely?" 
 
We both nodded our heads in the affirmative. Though we would never know for sure. 
 
"We'll see what we can do about releasing his body....um.... there are a couple of things 
that we would like to ask concerning Kevin. May we?" Mar took out her Case Note-book. 
"Sorry, but we have to do this...." 
 
The two waved the apology away, explaining that they understood that we still had to do 
our job. Our ordered coffee and sandwiches with a bucket of chips on the side placed on 
the table as Mar began. 
 
"Tell me, what was the relationship between Kevin and the Halarli boys? His cousins?" 
 
"There wasn't one..." Kestra shook her head forcefully. "Kavlan....he was caught between 
a rock and a hard place...that is what the expression is? Yes? When we all were living on 
the Estate, he didn't have any friends...not because he didn't try, but he was the outsider. 
The stranger. The kid to throw rocks at. To bully. To tease. He wasn't welcome. When he 
lived here with me, which only happened when things got too bad with his father and 
every-one else on the Estate, he was treated as an outsider by Bakrat and the others. He 
never fitted in. Anywhere...." She took out a tissue from her bag and blew her nose. 
Apologising for her show of emotion. "That would have been very hard for any boy, but 
especially for Kavlan, as he was an intelligent yet compassionate boy. Sensitive. He tried 
hard with his cousins thinking perhaps that if you couldn't succeed with family, then you 
were lost to all. They wouldn't have much to do with him really. Treated him as a joke. 
He found that out...family...they were more hurtful than the antics of the kids on the 
Estate... and when they were nice to him, the gang that is, Packrat and Co., it always 
seemed like a test. A dare. Getting him to do a bit of their dirty work...he had a great 
sense of right and wrong and anything that they got him to do that was slightly illegal, or 
even wrong, which was normally the case, he would lose sleep over it. Come crying to 
me. Only when the others weren't there of course..." 
 
"Do you have any ideas why he would have been driving a stolen car on that last night?" I 
asked. 
 
They both shook their heads. 
 
"Another dare more than likely. Another test for him to be initiated into the group for…a 
never-ending trial. A bit of their dirty work. I've never known him to steal a car...or 
obtaining false Registration Plates....the boy that I knew just wouldn't do such a thing...I 
know. I know. I'm his father and that is what mothers and fathers are supposed to say in 
defence of their child.... but...." Mohammed muttered quietly. 
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He seemed to be more in shock than Kestra. Perhaps flogging himself for his son's death. 
 
"Why would he come out of that side street like a shot out of a gun?" I pressed. 
 
They both shook their heads. 
"Perhaps he saw what the dogs had done. Being a sensitive boy, that would have 
absolutely shocked him...it was something that Joe and I will not forget in a hurry." Mar 
offered. 
 
Both lifted their eyes to look at Mar and I. Both shrugged their shoulders in unison. 
 
It was something that we may never learn the truth about. 
 
"Whose dogs, were they?" I asked quickly to get their minds off the perceived scenario. 
 
"Huh...really...they belonged to the three of us...they were so good. Really, good dogs. If 
we were home and some-one came around, then they were lovely. Friendly. Happy dogs. 
If we weren't at home, then they were excellent guard dogs. Just ask Charlie Watts next 
door. He'd tell you." Lakar said. A smile on his face as he recalled the two animals. 
 
"So, Kevin must have been there when Rudy Randolph was there? That fair enough? 
Otherwise the dogs would not have let him in the house...a fair assumption?" 
 
"Oh sure. Kevin knew Rudy all right. Rudy was my supplier...Kevin used to go up to 
Rudy's place sometimes to get me..." 
 
"Lakar! That's...that's..." 
 
Lakar patted her hand. 
 
"I know. I know. I won't shy away from the truth of what I was. What I became...but I'm a 
new man now. I promise. Please believe me. With your help and love...I’ll not be 
lured…" 
 
Mar gave me a quick glance. Nodded her head. 
 
There was an embarrassed pause before Kestra began. A thoughtful look on her face. 
 
"I heard Con and Ilya talking out the back one day...not long before Kevin was killed, I 
think...they certainly wouldn't want Bakrat to hear them. They feared him, actually...they 
were whispering between themselves about not going to the house as the two dogs scared 
the hell out of them. They were so scared of the dogs...excuse my language...could they 
have been referring to Punch and Judy? Our dogs?" 
 
We nodded our heads. 
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"Possibly..." 
 
That piece of information I really didn't want to hear at all. It intimated that they had 
visited the address on several occasions before the homicide took place. I was sure that it 
was Accidental Homicide. Manslaughter committed by Bakrat Halarli. Any intimation of 
them being on the premises prior to Randolph's death was not helpful to our case. 
We had to question the four of them independently. And soon. 
 
"Um...would we be required by the Courts on this case? You know, that Drug Dealer's 
death in our house?" Lakar looked embarrassed. "Um...we must ask you...I have been 
accepted as a Mathematics Teacher at a High School north of Brisbane. In Queensland. 
Not until next year so we have plenty of time to organise things... look for a house up 
there... everything...  umm.... Kestra has been released by my cousin Dom, and we want to 
go through our marriage vows again at a Court House. Not a Church. Or a Mosque. 
Perhaps one of those Wedding people...before we move to Queensland...umm..." 
 
Kestra took over from the stumbling Lakar. 
 
"We would be most pleased for the two of you to be witnesses at the ceremony. Would 
you? We would be most pleased….and honoured." 
 
Mar turned to me, I swear with tear filled eyes. 
 
She answered for me. 
 
"We would be honoured. We would love to. Yes!" She hugged them both. 
 
I was a little less demonstrative. 
 
"I must say, that you may be required as witnesses in Court if we happen to close this 
case. If, how-ever, you are interstate, the costs to bring you here and accommodate you 
may be too high for what you could offer the case...we'll wait and see. It will be up to the 
Prosecution Team. The DPP Representatives. It could be twelve, maybe eighteen months 
before it gets to Court in any case. Plenty of time." 
 
 
 
CHAPTER EIGHTEEN 
 
 
"How was the week-end? You did go, didn't you?" 
 
"Yeah...we'd tossed up about hiring a Van to spend the entire week-end with them...but 
decided it would be best to drive up to Swansea just for the day...take things in little steps. 
But really...we're sorry now that we didn't organise for the entire week-end. They do this 
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every Easter and the October long week-end. Practically hire out half of the Caravan Park. 
About four On-site cabins and around five, maybe six caravans corralled around a corner 
of the Park. Maybe around four or five tents too. They book three years in advance to 
make sure that they get a large enough area and enough Cabins. It's a bloody hoot with 
even In-Laws going too. We had a bloody good time. Billy and Mal stayed up there 
overnight. They were dropped back home yesterday..." 
"Why didn't you do the same thing. If there was enough room for two more bods, then 
another could also easily fit..." 
 
I shrugged my shoulders. Looked out of a window located on the far wall of the Office. 
 
Shrugged again. 
 
I changed the subject. 
 
"The four of them in the Holding Cells?" 
 
"Yes." Mar replied. 
 
An impatient look on her face. 
 
She hated it when-ever I did that. 
 
Her priorities in conversation seemed to be vastly different to mine. 
 
"They were bought in last night. Kicking and screaming apparently. Accusations of Police 
brutality. Harassment. The usual...and apparently neither Narcotics or the AFP were too 
pleased about the nab last night." 
 
"What?" I exclaimed. 
 
I was questioning Mar's look at me changing the direction of the conversation when she 
wasn't ready to do so! 
 
It was Mar's turn to look away with a shake of her head. 
 
"Nothing." She stated by way of a response. She was applying the cold shoulder. 
 
Give me strength! 
 
"OK!" I jutted my chin out and went on my merry way. "Who do you reckon we should 
fit up first? Con who seems the meekest one, or go straight to Bakrat, nail him to the wall 
and then leave him, letting him know that we will get our answers from the other 
three...leaving him to stew with his own thoughts.... what do you reckon?" 
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"Your call, Joe. You're the expert when it comes to this...Bakrat first, I reckon." 
 
"Thank you for your vote of confidence. We should hit Bakrat first. OK?" My words 
dripped with sarcasm. 
 
She gave me one of her looks that will one day with enough strength, skewer me to the 
wall! 
 
We wandered into the Interview Room as though we had not a worry in the world. 
Laughing as we opened the door as though the Office joke doing the rounds had just been 
told. 
 
Bakrat scowled at our entrance. 
 
I slammed the thick file down on the table. 
 
The young man jerked away as though he had just been hit. 
 
I remained standing, leaning towards him across the table. Wanting to get into his space. 
Being assertive and dominant by remaining standing. 
 
"Packrat? Remember us?" Mar asked as she sat. A smile on her face. 
 
"How could I forget your ugly faces." He scowled up at me. The tone of his voice 
indicating that he wasn't with it. Not his normal belligerent self. 
 
"C'mon Packrat. That's not even original. Surely you can do better than that!" I countered, 
leaning across the table. My arms braced off the table top. Leaning into his space. 
 
The young bloke bending away from my threatening stature. 
 
I quietly sat. Slowly. Glowering at the youth as I did. 
 
It had obviously been his best shot by the expression on his face. He had run out of clever 
answers. He looked down at his hands that he was holding tightly together, resting in his 
lap. 
 
We asked whether he wanted legal representation and was he aware that the charges 
against him had extended to Attempted Murder, Accidental Homicide, Assault with 
intent, GBH, selling drugs to a minor, stealing a motor vehicle and stealing vehicle 
number plates and placing them on another vehicle to escape police attention and stealing 
a motor vehicle to commit criminal acts. 
 
"That's quite a list, Packrat." 
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Again, I spoke in a quiet voice. He had to lean forward to catch my word if he was 
interested. 
 
He apparently was, as he leaned towards me! 
 
"That list does not even include those charges that the Drug Squad have you stitched up 
for. You won't be appearing before Court as a separate matter on those matters.  They’ll 
be placed for consideration by the Court at the time of your appearance for attempted 
murder. You'll be looking at around fifteen...maybe twenty years without parole. The 
Drug Squad has agreed to forgo their Court time and combine the two sets of arrest 
sheets. Not good. Once your Priors are learnt by the Court and your previous sentencing 
read out, it could be even longer. That's a long time to be locked up, isn't it? You didn't 
particularly enjoy the last time, did you? Six months. There's one hell of a difference 
between six months and a minimum of twenty years. Don't you think?" 
 
"Tell me," Mar began, as I leant slowly back in my chair. "What was Kavlan doing 
driving a stolen vehicle? With stolen number plates? You know he burnt to death, don't 
you? A bloody awful way to go. Trapped in his seat belt as the flames engulfed him. 
Crying out for his mamma. They say that it's a painful way to die." 
 
He hadn't moved since he lowered his head to look at his hands, hoping perhaps that we 
would suddenly disappear. That wasn't about to happen. 
 
"We can place you at 125 Hopetown Circuit. At the address of Kavlan and Lakar 
Mohammed. We know that an argument occurred between you and one Donald 'Rudy' 
Randolph. That you hit the man who by the way, was almost 60 years of age. An old man. 
You hit a bloody old man...hardly a fair match up, don't you reckon? Wait till they get 
you in jail...You had an argument about drugs supply and you hit him with a blow to his 
chin. As he fell he hit the side of his head on the coffee table corner. He was unconscious 
when you left the premises. Bleeding badly from a scalp wound. This excited the dogs 
who began to feast on his corpse. A bloody terrible way to die. Still alive as he was eaten 
by two crazed dogs...." 
 
Mar flung a series of large A4 coloured photographs across to him. Every shot taken of 
what remained of the carcass after two days of feasting by the two hungry dogs. 
 
He glanced at the photos. 
 
He immediately heaved up all he had eaten for a week. After each heave, he couldn't help 
but glance back at the shots which bought more heaving. In the end, he was heaving up 
bile which is a very uncomfortable manner of heaving. We sat there appearing to be 
unperturbed by the smell and the muck across the table and spreading across the floor. 
 
He wiped his mouth with the back of his hand. Took a giant swig from a water bottle that 
we had provided. 
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"I didn't do that!" 
 
He heaved again. 
 
Nothing flowed out, except the water that he had just drunk. To dribbled from his mouth 
and nose. 
"You left him to die. You left him to be eaten alive by two vicious dogs. What were you 
doing there? Why were you there?" Mar was shouting. 
 
He began sobbing. 
 
We made no show of removing the photos. 
 
They remained in his field of vision. 
 
He swiped his shirt sleeve across his mouth and eyes. 
 
"He was looking for a new supply of 'E', man. Of 'Speed'. Some Steroids which was the 
fast mover and some Heroin..." 
 
"Cocaine? Marijuana?" 
 
"He was offering us a reliable supply of top quality hydroponic marijuana...not really our 
line...we agreed to take a kilogram of high quality stuff offa him...he was angry at the 
price that we was asking for our stuff...and he reckoned that we wanted his grass super-
cheap. He said that his roll didn't cover that type of price...nor could his Clients afford the 
retail price that he would need to ask to cover his costs and give him a margin. Most were 
on some sort of pension, for fuck's sake. I'm not a bloody social provider. A charity. I told 
him that. Shouted it in his face. We argued...it was agreed that he would go away and try 
and find the cash. Kavlan was to meet him two days later to check his bankroll...then the 
little arse-hole was to phone us...except he didn't. We never heard from him. We figured 
that he skipped with the cash, especially after we heard that a body had been found at The 
Estate. Murder was the verdict...we knew that Kavlan had done it and pissed off, with 
what was our money, really." 
 
“You figured that Kavlan had killed the guy? He show any inclination like that 
previously?” 
 
The dude looked from me to Mar. From the expression on his face, he knew such an 
opinion was within the realms of fantasy! 
 
"Kavlan left with you? That day? The day that you punched Rudy out?" 
 
"Yeah...Rudy...he couldn't afford my asking price...so to offset the costs, he was refusing 
his counter deal to give us the kilo of shit...to lessen the price of our shit that he wanted." 
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He looked at us as though we were the stupid ones. 
 
"Then...if that was the agreement, that you meet again in two days’ time to do the deal, 
why did you hit him?" 
 
"Because he called me a con-artist. He pissed me off, that's all...and I wanted to show him 
that I didn't bugger around. What I said was what went. No fucking about...I didn't kill 
him though...I just punched him out. To let him know who was Boss." 
 
"Was he moving about when you left?" 
 
He looked about him for the first time. Rubbed his hands on the front of his trousers. He 
had a sheen of sweat on his face. 
 
"No... not really...I’m pretty good with me fists. I'd just king-hit him, is all...he went down 
like a bag of shit...but I didn't kill him..." 
 
"You just left him there...at Kavlan's joint? Kavlan went with you? The guy was 
unconscious, with a head wound. With the dogs about?" 
 
"The dogs were outside..." 
 
“At any time that you were there, were the dogs inside the house?” 
 
He nodded his head. 
 
“Um…Con and Sal were scared shitless of the dogs so Kavlan ordered them outside.” 
 
"They could get inside the house through a doggy door in the back door, you bloody 
idiot...they attacked him while he was still unconscious." I said this with an incredulous 
tone in my voice. 
 
"Well...Kavlan didn't say anything about that. It was his fault that his dogs killed the 
guy...not mine." 
 
"You hit him, arse-hole...you knocked him out...you saw that he hit his head as he went 
down..." Mar was getting angry. 
 
"I didn't kill him...not me! They ain't my fucking dogs!" 
 
"Oh, yes you did, my boy. Yes, you did! You're more at fault than the other four. The 
other three will be charged with 'After the fact'...that will be the only difference!" 
 
"Why was Kavlan driving that stolen vehicle?" mar asked. The charged emotion leaving 
her voice. 
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We still had not heard a satisfactory answer. 
 
The solid guy looked over at me as though I was dumb. The bottom of the class! 
 
He seemed to have lost his neck as his head had sunken onto his shoulders. He wiped his 
eyes on the arm of his shirt. He wasn't game to look down as he would see the photos 
again. Another heave that he did not want to happen. It hurt! 
 
"My car...it's too noticeable...every-one, chicks even notice it. They think it's cool...You 
bloody cops think just because we're Lebs, we're as thick as two planks...I'm not. I figure 
things out...me and Sal." 
 
There it was. 
 
An admission of guilt and incrimination of another of the gang. 
 
He kept his moth rolling. 
 
"We wanted a plain set of wheels when we went back to sell the guy the drugs. Kavlan 
was supposed to have rung us, then meet us down the road, near the park. We'd take the 
load from our car and drive back to his father's joint...except...except the little prick didn't 
ring us. We had even given him a throw-away mobile...which he didn't bloody use, the 
dumb shit! We weren't going halfway across town with a load of drugs in the car, if the 
deal was off...that's what we thought. My car gets hit on...regular like, by you bloody 
cops...just because it looks cool...We thought that the guy didn't come through with the 
right amount...or as I said before, the little arse-hole shot through with the dough...so that 
was it...and we were hoping to do a couple of Service Stations and maybe a Liquor Drive-
through later that night...my wheels would be no good for that!" 
 
"What type of cash are we talking about here, Packrat?" 
 
"Fifty-two and a half...." 
 
"Jeesus...I doubt that Randolph could have come up with that type of money in a month of 
Sundays...really." 
 
"Then what the fuck was he doing in the trade.... ya need a big pot of 'readies' if you want 
to deal. He wouldn't get his drugs if'n he didn't!" The youth sneeringly muttered. 
 
"Yeah, well…huh…you missed out on the best kilo of grass that you're ever likely to have 
had!" Mar countered sarcastically. 
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CHAPTER NINETEEN 
 
 
We knew that by the time that Forensics came back with its final report on the matter, the 
four would be stitched up all ways to Monday for the full gambit of crimes that they were 
charged with. 
The other three during further interrogations confirmed the order of events without us 
even having to show them the photographs. Mar did enlarge on the manner of Kavlan's 
death, flinging Scene photos towards them of the crash, the car wrapped around a tree and 
of the charred remains of their little cousin when we interviewed Sallat 'Sal', Ilya, and 
Condi Halarli. 
 
This reduced them to sobbing wrecks as they were led back to the Holding Cells. 
 
"Why did you do that, Mar? There was no cause, was there? You know the old edict 
during Interviews...stay calm and relaxed." 
 
"Yes, there was. None of the four showed any remorse for Kavlan's death. He was the 
proverbial 'innocent' amongst a sea full of sharks...you've got to feel sorry for him...he 
was marked as a failure the moment that he was born. All he wanted was to fit in...to be 
accepted as part of the crowd, and that got him killed. They, as sure as shitting, were 
sitting in the back seat of that car when Kavlan reversed into our Unmarked. Not 
physically, but in spirit. He was more concerned about the reaction of the four, especially 
Bakrat, if we had nabbed him there and then. I figure that Sal, though appearing to be the 
least hurtful and dangerous, is the real culprit here. He seems to be able to push Bakrat's 
buttons...he may not fire the bloody gun, but I reckon that he loads it! Every bloody time! 
I hope that he sees the image of the charred remains every time that he closes his eyes to 
sleep...the bastard!" 
 
"Geezus, Mar! You can be a bitch at times...and just to remind you, you owe me ten. I 
said that it was murder from the start, remember?" 
 
"Bloody Hell, Joe! You are the one who can be a bitch at times! And to tell you the truth, 
I remember you saying that it was a drug OD. Remember? In which case the ten is mine! 
Also, something about the Innocent don't run...well that little saying of yours sure proved 
to be false...as young Kevin really was the innocent one in this caper!" 
 
I wouldn't even give her the satisfaction of an answer. 
 
Somewhere in the back of my brain I think she may have been right...but there was no 
way that I would ever admit to that! 
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